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FOREWORD
"I suppose every British boy wants to help his country in some way or other. There is a way,
by which he can do so easily, and that is by becoming a scout."
Those words are taken from the first part of a fortnightly magazine published in 1908, called
'Scouting for Boys - A Handbook for Instruction in Good Citizenship' written by Lieut.
-General R. S. S. Baden-Powell.
Many years later, the Scout movement has spread all over the world, and is a major force in
uniting the young people of different countries, races and religions. After the Second World
War, several groups of Scouts within Europe tried to form a European Scouting body, and
the C. E. S. is the end result.
The British Association was formed in 1959, and this is its Scout handbook; it will help you,
whether you are a Scout, Rover, or Scoutmaster, to follow Scouting's rugged trail; read it
well. This is your personal handbook; share it with your friends who are not Scouts and
invite them to join you in a game of Scouting. This book will tell you what is expected of
you in the Scout Laws and Promise, and it will help you become a good citizen as BadenPowell envisaged so many years ago.
Be Prepared to take the responsibility of trying to become a good citizen; I trust you, on
your honour, to try to become that kind of Scout and citizen that Britain, Europe, and the
world needs.
Yours in Scouting,
Paul Hindle
National Commissioner.
23rd April 1976.
May I, on behalf of all your Commissioners and Officers, trust that you will enjoy your days
in Scouting and that we will see you for many years to come within the Scouting
Movement.
Yours in Scouting,
Tony Ward
National Commissioner.
June 1998.
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TENDERFOOT
This part of the training handbook is intended to show you what you must do before you can
become a member of the world-wide brotherhood of Scouts. Before you are invested as a
Scout you must pass the Tenderfoot tests and satisfy your Leaders that you will be
enthusiastic in your Scouting, and keen to observe the Scout Law and Promise.
Your Scoutmaster will examine you on the Tenderfoot tests; you do not need to pass them
all at once, or even in the order in which they are given; the sooner you pass the tests, the
sooner you can call yourself a real Scout.
1.

Know the Scout Law and Promise, the Scout handshake and salute. Show a
knowledge of Baden-Powell as the founder of the Scout movement, and a short
history of Scouting.

The Scout Promise
All invested members of the Scouting brotherhood have made, and are trusted to keep, a
three part promise. Different branches of the movement use slightly different promises, but
all contain essentially the same requirements. The promise which is used by Scouts, Rovers
and Leaders in the British Association of the F. S. E. is :On my honour, I promise, that I will do my best:To do my duty to God, the Queen, my Country and Europe.
To help other people at all times, and
To obey the Scout Law.
The Scout Law
As a Scout you will be expected to conform to a certain code of conduct which is outlined in
the Scout Law. Different Associations within the movement use slightly different laws but
all are basically the same. Our own Association uses a ten part law which is almost identical
to the law written by Baden-Powell when he laid down the foundations of Scouting. The ten
parts of the law should remind Christians that they are also guided by another law, the Ten
Commandments.
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1. A Scout's honour is to be trusted.
2. A Scout is loyal to the Queen, his country, his Scouters, his parents, his employers
and those under him.
3. A Scout's duty is to be useful and to help others.
4. A Scout is a friend to all, and a brother to every other Scout no matter to what
country, class or creed the other belongs.
5. A Scout is courteous.
6. A Scout is a friend to animals and all created things.
7. A Scout obeys the orders of his parents, Patrol Leader, or Scoutmaster without
question.
8. A Scout smiles and whistles under all difficulties.
9. A Scout is thrifty.
10. A Scout is clean in thought, word and deed.
The Scout Handshake is made with the left hand. In 1895, B.P. was posted to the west
coast of Africa to lead the British army against the Ashanti warriors. These warriors fought
with spears in their right hand and shields in their left hand. As a sign of trust and
friendship, the Ashanti warrior would put down his shield and shake hands with the left
hand. B.P. remembered this and used the left handshake in Scouting to signify trust and
friendship. Now Scouts all over the world shake with the left hand to greet and congratulate
one another.
The Scout Salute is made with the right hand. The first three fingers are extended and the
fourth finger is held down by the thumb. The hand should be raised smartly to bring the first
two fingers alongside the right eye when wearing a beret, or to touch the brim at its edge
when wearing the traditional Scout hat. This position is held for a short time after which the
hand should be lowered smartly.
A Scout carries his staff in his right hand, and when doing so he salutes with the left hand.
Again, the first three fingers are extended and the fourth is held down. The hand is then
brought across the body so that the extended fingers touch the staff at waist height. The
salute should be made by members of the Scout movement when in full uniform at the
following times: as a greeting on formal Scout occasions, as a token of respect at the
hoisting of national flags, at the playing of National Anthems (except in Church when a
Scout simply stands at Alert), and to Scout flags.
The Scout Sign is similar to the salute, but is made by raising the right hand to the level of
the shoulder. The Scout Sign is used during the making or re-affirming of the Scout Promise
and the hand should be held at shoulder height during the whole Promise. Also the sign can
be used as a greeting between members of the movement who are not in uniform.
In both the sign and the salute the three extended fingers represent the three parts of the
Promise. Every time a Scout makes the sign or salute he should ask himself whether he
really is doing his best to keep the Promise he made when he was invested.
The sign and salute are there to remind us of our duty to our younger brothers in the
movement. make the sign and look at your hand; all your fingers keep firmly in place, but if
you move the thumb away you will find it hard to keep the little finger in position. The little
finger needs help from the big thumb to make the sign properly. In the same way young
Cubs and Scouts need their older brothers to help and guide them along the path of Scouting
- don't forget your duty to them!
5

The Scout Motto in the F. S. E. is 'Semper Parati' which is Latin for the traditional Scout
motto 'Be Prepared'. The letters F. S. E. are also a foreign language; they stand for
'Fédération du Scoutisme Européen' which is French for 'European Scout Federation'.
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LORD BADEN-POWELL OF GILWELL (B.P.)
B.P. was born near Hyde Park on the 22nd February 1857 and christened Robert Stephenson
Smythe Baden-Powell. He went to Charterhouse School which was originally near London's
Smithfield Market, but later moved to new buildings at Godalming in Surrey. When B.P. left
school he joined the 13th Hussars as an officer, and he served with this regiment in India,
Afghanistan and South Africa. Following a short campaign against the Ashanti in West
Africa, he was posted to various parts of the world, including
Matabeleland and India where he was in command of the 5th Dragoon Guards. During his
time in India, B.P. was responsible for training many of his men in the skills of scouting,
and he often thought up interesting activities to keep his men from becoming bored. It was
at this time that B.P. wrote a book called 'Aids to Scouting' which told of the training he had
been giving his scouts.
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In 1899, when he had reached the rank of Colonel, he was sent to defend the town of
Mafeking in the Boer War. For 217 days, from 11th October 1899 to 17th May 1900, he
prevented the enemy from capturing the town even though his men were outnumbered
nearly ten to one. When Mafeking was relieved he became a national hero and promoted to
the rank of Major General. He returned to England in 1901 to find that the book 'Aids to
Scouting', which he had written for his men in the army, was becoming very popular as a
boys' textbook. As a result of this B.P. spent much of the next six years adapting his training
and experience to be of use to the youth of the country. In 1907 the famous 10 day camp for
20 boys was held on Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour, Dorset. The camp was so
successful that he published his ideas in 'Scouting for Boys', a magazine which was issued
in six fortnightly parts. Boys who read this started to form themselves into patrols and
Scouting was born. In September 1909, the first Scout Rally was held at Crystal Palace, and,
amazing though it may seem, 11,000 Scouts turned up.
Scouting quickly expanded throughout the world. In 1912, B.P. married Olave Soames
(Lady Baden-Powell, who became the World Chief Guide). Wolf Cubs first appeared in
1914, though early Cubbing did not take the form we now know it until 1916 when a Cub
Department was opened at the Imperial Headquarters of the Boy Scouts Association. It was
not until 1917 however that Cubs were officially recognised as part of the Scout movement.
Rover Scouts took their place in the movement in 1918, and Gilwell Park, the Scout
campsite was opened in 1919. The first World Jamboree was held at Olympia, London, in
1920 and at the end of this Jamboree B.P. was made a Baron and titled Lord Baden-Powell
of Gilwell, and he was also acclaimed Chief Scout of the World. In 1938, under doctor's
orders, B.P. returned to Africa, where he died on 8th January, 1941. He was buried at Nyeri
near Mount Kenya.
Naturally, during such a full life, B.P. had many exciting adventures and some of these
stories are told in 'Scouting for Boys'.
Some important dates in Scouting:
1929

Jamboree held at Arrowe Park, Birkenhead to celebrate the
21st birthday of Scouting.
The first London Gang Show.
A World Rover Moot was held at Monzie Castle, Scotland
to celebrate the 21st birthday of Rovering.
B.P. died and Lord Somers was made Chief Scout.
Lord Somers died.
Lord Rowallan was made Chief Scout.
Senior Scouting came into existence.
First Bob-a-Job week.
F.S.E. was founded by French and German Scout Leaders.
50th anniversary of Scouting - celebration Jamboree held at
Sutton Coldfield.
Reformed by the Boy Scouts Association - maximum age
for Rovers limited to 23.
The F.S.E. was introduced to Great Britain.
The first F.S.E. Jamboree was held at Wasserfall, Germany.

1932
1939
1941
1944
1945
1945
1949
1956
1957
1957
1959
1959
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1967

Important changes took place within the Boys Scouts
Association; it became the Scout Association, uniforms and
test work were altered, and Rovers and Senior Scouts were
replaced by Venture Scouts. The F.S.E. keeps the traditional
methods of Scouting.
F.S.E. extensively re-organised under new leadership.
Number of members reached 500 for the first time.
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2.

Be able to tie the following knots, and explain their uses: Sheetbend; Reef Knot;
Clove Hitch; Bowline; Round turn and two half hitches; and Sheepshank.

Learning to tie knots.
The following explanations and diagrams will give you some idea of how to tie the knots of
this test. It is much better, however, to get someone to show you how to tie them, step by
step. Stand by the side of your instructor so that you do the knot the same way round. You
should end up by being able to tie most of these knots behind your back, or in the dark.
Practice is important, and so don't just practise at your Troop meeting, but find some rope at
home as well. Always use the kind of rope that the knot is intended for; don't mess with bits
of string.
Sheetbend
This is the best knot for joining two different size ropes; if both ropes are about the same
thickness, then use an ordinary sheetbend, and if one is significantly thicker than the other,
use a double sheetbend. make a loop in one rope (the thicker one if they are not the same
thickness), and pass the end of the other rope up through the loop, round the back of the
loop, and then back under itself (twice for a double sheetbend). Make sure the two free ends
are on the same side of the knot; otherwise you get a left-handed sheet bend—a knot of
significantly reduced strength.
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Reef Knot
This knot should only be used for joining light ropes together, such as twine, string or cord.
It is also used to tie off triangular bandages and slings because it lies flat and is not
uncomfortable. A slight variation is the Slip Reef which is made by looping one end for the

second part of the knot.
Clove Hitch
This knot is basic to pioneering projects as it is used to start and finish many lashings. It can
be tied by laying two loops on top of each other, and then slipping the knot onto the end of a
spar. If the knot cannot be slipped into position then it must be tied by the usual method
shown below.
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Bowline
This is a reliable non-slip knot used to make a loop in the end of a rope. It is used in
climbing, caving, and rescue work. It is important to start with the loop the right way round
before passing the end through.

Round Turn and Two Half Hitches
This is the best hitch for tying a rope to a spar when the rope is under strain, as in many
pioneering projects, or tying a boat to a pier. Because the rope goes twice around the spar
you will be able to hold the severest strain whilst you put on the two half hitches (which
actually form a clove hitch round the rope under strain).
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Sheepshank
This is a simple way to shorten a rope that is under strain without cutting it. Simply fold the
rope into three and put a half hitch on each end. To make the knot more secure you can put a
small toggle through each end loop.

3.

Know the simple tracking signs.

Tracking is an essential part of B.P.'s Scouting: see Camp Fire Yarns 11, 12 and 13 in
'Scouting for Boys'.
B.P. expected his scouts to be able to follow the tracks left accidentally by men and animals.
However this takes years of practice and the Tenderfoot Scout only needs to follow signs
left deliberately for him by another Scout.
'THIS WAY'

The signs shown above are used by most Scouts. Tracking signs are made using natural
materials such as grass, stones and twigs, but these materials are arranged in an unnatural
way so that the observant Scout will recognise them immediately.
The four signs shown above may be used to mark existing tracks and paths, or to guide
another Scout across open country where no permanent trails exist. The first made with
twigs or stones, needs no explanation. In the next, a small stone is placed beside a larger
stone so that it indicates the direction to be followed. The third is a tuft of knotted grass, tied
so that the end of the knot points in the direction of the trail. This is often tied in the long
grass at the side of a path and can easily be missed if you are only watching the path or trail
itself.
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This sign should be practised until you can tie the knot with the end pointing in the right
direction first time. If you make a mistake do not try to twist the tuft into position, it will
certainly move back to its original position after you have left. The last sign is a forked stick
driven into the ground, with a second stick resting between the fork so that one end rests on
the ground and the other points to the direction to be followed.
'KEEP GOING'

Sometimes, when a trail does not change course for quite a long distance, the tracker might
think he has missed a sign and be tempted to go back and check. The signs shown above are
left along the trail and mean 'keep going, you are on the right track'.
The first is just a small stone on top of a slightly larger one. In the next, a leaf from a small
tree or bush has a twig pushed through it. Finally, a leaf from one type of tree or bush is
secured into another type whose leaves are of different shape.
'TURN LEFT' or 'TURN RIGHT'
These signs are normally left on paths which divide into a number of different directions.
They may be made from twigs, stones, or other natural materials.
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'MESSAGE HIDDEN'
Sometimes you will want to leave a written message for the tracker. The message should be
hidden so that it cannot blow away or be ruined by rain or mud. The position of the message
is marked by the sign shown below. The arrow shows the direction of the message, and the
figure or number of stones tells the number of paces between the sign and the message.

'NOT THIS WAY' or 'FOUL GROUND'
A cross made with natural materials may be placed on a path which should not be followed.
The sign is also used to mean 'foul ground' and may be put on paths leading through
marshes or deep mud. It is also used to mark the position of grease-traps and other pits on
camp; often these pits are difficult to see and very unpleasant to step into. They are therefore
marked with a cross which should be stuck firmly into the ground and should be easily
visible at a distance.
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'GONE HOME'
A sign meaning 'gone home' may be made by placing a dot in a circle. This sign is also used
together with the name of a fellow Scout who has died, or 'gone home to God'.

Sometimes you will come across tracking signs left an other Scouts. Never move or alter
these as they may still be in use. You can mark your own signs with a symbol representing
the name of your Group or Patrol. Make sure that you know your Group and Patrol signs.

4.

Know how the Union Flag was derived, and the correct way to fly it. Know the
European Flag, its meaning, and who may fly it.

Whenever possible, Scout events start and end with a flag ceremony. You have probably
already seen your Patrol Leader 'break the flag' at the beginning of a Scout meeting and
'lower' it at the end of the meeting. Most Scout Groups use special ceremonial flags or
'colours' on important occasions such as investitures and parades. In ceremonies that use the
Union Flag we are showing loyalty to the Queen and our Country and it is important that
you pay attention and be well-behaved. The Union Flag (sometimes called the 'Union Jack')
is the national flag of Great Britain and is made up of the following three flags:
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These National Flags make up the Union Flag.
CROSS OF ST. GEORGE
The cross of St. George is a bright red cross on a white background.

CROSS OF ST. ANDREW
The cross of St. Andrew is a white diagonal cross on a dark blue background.

CROSS OF ST. PATRICK
The cross of St. Patrick is a bright red diagonal cross on a white background.
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St. George is the Patron Saint of England and also the Patron Saint of all Scouts. For this
reason Scouts take part in a special St. George's Day parade and the cross of St. George
often takes an important part in investiture ceremonies.
St. Andrew is the Patron Saint of Scotland and St. Patrick is the Patron Saint of Ireland.
The cross of St. George was the English Flag until the beginning of the seventeenth century
when England and Scotland were united under the rule of King James I (James VI of
Scotland) in 1603. About three years later the 'Union Flag' was adopted as the official
national flag, although at this time it was made up only of the crosses of St. George and St.
Andrew.
Soon after the parliaments of Great Britain and Ireland joined in 1801, the cross of St.
Patrick was added to the old Union Flag to give us the modern Union Flag.

1606-1801
UNION FLAG
SINCE 1801

You will notice that along the top edge of the Union Flag there is a broad white band on the
side near the flagpole; if it is hoisted with the narrow white band at the top next to the
flagpole it is upside-down.
The European Flag.
The European Flag consists of a circle of twelve gold stars, representing the unity of the
Peoples of Europe, on an azure blue background. The number of stars is always twelve as
this is the ancient symbol of perfection. Since 1955 it has been the flag of The Council of
Europe which aims to promote and improve friendship and co-operation within Europe.
The European Flag may be flown by local authorities, private associations, and individuals,
provided that it is used with dignity and respect and does not contravene National and Local
Regulations. This flag is incorporated in the designs of the Wolf Cub Award and the Baden17

Powell Award, these being the highest badges that can be gained within the F. S. E. by a
Wolf Cub and Scout respectively.
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5.

Make the Scout Promise and be invested.

The Investiture Ceremony
When you have obtained your uniform and passed all the Tenderfoot tests you will be
considered for investiture. Provided that the Court of Honour (a council formed by the
Patrol Leaders and Seconds, the Troop Leader and the Scout Masters) is satisfied that you
obey the Scout Laws and are keen to join in Scout activities, you will be asked whether you
are ready and willing to make the Scout Promise and be invested. This is a serious question
which you must think about deeply since once a Promise is made it is made for life, not just
a Promise while you are in Scouts or on Scout night. When you are sure that you are ready
to take on the responsibilities of the Scout Promise an investiture ceremony will be arranged
for you.
Different groups use slightly different investiture ceremonies, but here is a description of a
typical one so that you will know what to expect:
Troop colours should be on display during the ceremony, and a Scout flag will probably be
lowered between you and your S. M. when you make the Promise; place your left hand on
the flag and salute with your right hand as you make the Promise.
The Troop is given the order to ‘Fall in, in Horseshoe formation’.
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Scoutmaster:

Scoutmaster:
Tenderfoot:
Scoutmaster:
Tenderfoot:
Scoutmaster:
Tenderfoot:
Scoutmaster:
Tenderfoot:
Scoutmaster:
Tenderfoot:
Scoutmaster:
Scoutmaster:
Scoutmaster:
Tenderfoot:

Scoutmaster:
Scoutmaster:
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Brother Scouts, we are gathered here to invest one
amongst you who has proven worthy of
acceptance into our world-wide Brotherhood of
Scouts.
(your Patrol Leader's name)
will you bring
(your name) forward
please.
Your Patrol Leader will then walk over to you,
about turn and with you walk towards the
Scoutmaster. You should stop about one yard in
front of the Scoutmaster, your P/L will then salute
the S. M. and stand behind you.
(your name) do you
wish to be invested as a Scout in our world-wide
brotherhood?
I do.
Do you know and understand the Scout Law?
I do.
Do you know and understand the Scout Promise?
I do.
Do you realise that in making the Scout Promise
you will be expected to show progress in your
understanding of the Scout Law?
I do.
Are you ready to make the Scout Promise realising
your new responsibilities as a Scout?
I am.
Troop, Troop alert.
Troop comes to the alert.
Will all invested Scouts make the Scout sign
please.
Invested Scouts and Tenderfoot make the sign.
Make the Scout Sign and say your promise.
On my honour, I promise.
The Scoutmaster may administer the Promise
phrase by phrase if the Tenderfoot struggles or
has any difficulty. At the end of the Promise, the
Troop are put at ease:
Troop, Stand at ease.
The Scoutmaster shakes hands with the newly
invested Scout saying:
I trust you on your honour to keep the Promise
you have just made.
At this point you will be given your membership
badge and your Patrol Leader will put your
neckerchief around your neck. In doing this, the
Scoutmaster will say a few words about the
significance of the badges you are awarded.

Scoutmaster:

You are now a Scout in our world-wide
botherhood. I wish you many years of happiness
and adventure in Scouting. Would you turn and
salute the Troop please.
You turn and salute the Troop, who will give you their traditional cheer, and you return to
your place as a fully invested Scout, ready to start on the next stage of your Scouting career.
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SECOND CLASS BADGE
(GREEN)

TEST 1. Be familiar with the following paragraphs of the Highway Code: 1-27 (Pedestrians);
187-211 (Extra Rules for Cyclists);
212-215 (Animals - General).
1-27 (PEDESTRIANS).
General
1. Where there is a pavement or footpath, use it. Where possible, avoid walking next to the
kerb with your back to the traffic. If you have to step into the road, watch out for traffic.
2. Where there is no pavement or footpath, walk on the right-hand side of the road so that
you can see oncoming traffic. Keep close to the side of the road. Take care at sharp righthand bends; it may be safer to cross the road well before you reach one so that the
oncoming traffic has a better chance of seeing you. After the bend cross back to face the
oncoming traffic. Walk in single file if possible, especially on narrow roads or in poor
light.
3. Wear or carry something that will help others to see you. Light-coloured, bright or
fluorescent items will help in poor visibility. At night use reflective materials (e.g.
reflective armbands and sashes) which are more visible in headlights up to three times as
far away as non-reflective materials.
4. Do not let young children out alone on the pavement or road (see rule 7). When taking
children out, walk between them and the traffic and hold their hands firmly. Strap very
young children in pushchairs or use reins.
5. A group of people involved in an organised march on the road should keep to the left.
There should be lookouts in front and at the back wearing fluorescent clothes in daylight
and reflective clothes in the dark. At night, the lookout in front should carry a white light
and the one at the back a bright red light, which is visible from behind. People on the
outside should also carry lights and wear reflective clothing.
6. You must not walk on motorways or their slip roads except in an emergency.
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Crossing the road.
The Green Cross Code
7. The Green Cross Code gives advice on crossing the road. It is for all pedestrians.
Children should learn it and not allowed out alone until they can understand and use it
properly. The age at which a child can do this is different for each child. Many children
under ten cannot judge how fast vehicles are going or how far away they are. Children
learn by example, so parents should always use the Green Cross Code in full when out
with children. Parents are responsible for deciding at what age their children can use it
safely by themselves.
(a)
First, find a safe place to cross.
It is safer to cross at subways, footbridges, islands, Zebra, Pelican and Puffin
crossings, or where there is a police officer, school crossing patrol or traffic warden.
Otherwise, choose a place where you can see clearly in all directions. Try to avoid
crossing between parked cars (see rule 23). Move to a space where drivers can see
you clearly.
(b) Stand on the pavement near the kerb.
Stop just before you get to the kerb, where you can see if anything is coming, but
where you will not be too close to the traffic. If there is no pavement, stand back
from the edge of the road but make sure you can still see approaching traffic.
(c)
Look all around for traffic and listen.
Traffic could come from any direction, so look along every road. Listen also because
you can sometimes hear traffic before you see it.
(d) If traffic is coming then let, it pass. Look all around again.
If there is any traffic near, let it go past, then look around again. Listen to make sure
no other traffic is coming.
(e)
When there is no traffic near, walk straight across the road.
When there is no traffic near, it is safe to cross. Remember, even if traffic is a long
way off, it may be approaching very quickly. When it is safe walk straight across the
road, do not run.
(f)
Keep looking and listening for traffic while you cross.
When you have started to cross, keep looking and listening in case there is any traffic
you did not see, or in case other traffic suddenly appears.
Crossing Where There Is A Central Island In The Road
8. Use the Green Cross Code to cross to the island. Stop there and use the Green Cross
Code again to cross the second half of the road.
Crossing At A Junction
9. When you cross the road at a junction look out for traffic coming round the corner,
especially from behind you.
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Crossing At A Zebra Crossing
10. If there is a Zebra crossing nearby, use it. Do not cross at the side of a crossing on the
zigzag lines, it is very dangerous.
11. Give traffic plenty of time to see you and to stop before you start to cross. Vehicles need
more time to stop when rain or ice have made the road slippery. If necessary put one foot
on the crossing until you have stepped on to a Zebra crossing, the traffic does not have to
stop. Do not push a wheelchair or pram on to the crossing until the traffic has stopped.
12. When the traffic has stopped, walk straight across but keep looking both ways and
listening in case a driver or rider has not seen you and attempts to overtake a vehicle that
has stopped.
13. If there is an island in the middle of a crossing, wait on the island and follow Rules 11
and 12 before you cross the second half of the road, it is a separate crossing.
Crossing At A Pelican Crossing
14. If there is a Pelican crossing nearby, use it. Do not cross at the side of a crossing on the
zigzag lines, it is very dangerous. At this type of crossing the traffic lights instruct the
traffic when to stop and pedestrians when to cross. When the red figure shows, do not
cross. Press the button on the box and wait. When the lights change to show a steady
green figure check that the traffic has stopped and then cross with care. (At some
Pelicans, there is also a bleeping sound or voice to tell blind or partially sighted people
when the steady green figure is showing.) After a while, the green figure will begin to
flash. This means that you should not start to cross, but if you have already started, you
will have time to finish crossing safely.
15. A 'staggered' crossing is really two separate crossings. On reaching the central island you
must press the button again to obtain a steady green figure.
Crossing At A Puffin Crossing
16. Puffin crossings are similar to Pelican crossings except that the pedestrian signals are on
your side of the road. After pressing the button, you should wait where indicated for the
green figure to show. Infrared detectors will vary the length of time of the red light for
drivers to ensure that pedestrians have enough time to cross safely.
Crossing At Traffic Lights
17. Some traffic lights have pedestrian signals similar to those at Pelican crossings. The
green figure does not flash but there will be enough time to finish crossing after it goes
out. If there are no pedestrian signals watch carefully and do not cross until the traffic
lights are red and the traffic has stopped. Even then, look out for traffic turning the
corner. Remember that traffic lights may let traffic move in some lanes whilst traffic in
other lanes may be stationary.
Crossings Controlled By Police, Traffic Wardens Or School Crossing Patrols
18. Where a police officer, traffic warden or school crossing patrol is controlling the traffic,
do not cross the road until they signal that you may to do so. Always cross in front of
them.
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Guard Rails
19. Guard rails are there for your safety. Cross the road only at the gaps provided for
pedestrians. Do not climb over the guard rails or walk between them and the road.
Tactile Paving
20. Some pedestrian crossing points have textured paving to let blind or partially sighted
people know where to stand while waiting to cross the road.
Crossing One-way Streets
21. Use the Green Cross Code. Check which way the traffic is moving. Do not cross until it
is safe to do so without stopping. In some one-way streets, bus lanes operate in the
opposite direction to the rest of the traffic.
Crossing Bus And Cycle Lanes
22. Use the Green Cross Code. Vehicles in bus lanes may be going faster than traffic in the
other lanes. Watch out for cyclists who may be riding in bus or cycle lanes.
Parked Vehicles
23. If you have to cross between parked vehicles, use the outside edge of the vehicles as if it
were the kerb. Stop there and make sure you can see all around and that the traffic can
see you. Then carry on using the Green Cross Code. Do not stand in front of or behind
any vehicle that has its engine running.
Crossing The Road At Night
24. Use the Green Cross Code. If there is no pedestrian crossing or central island nearby,
cross near a street light so that traffic can see you more easily. It is harder for others to
see you at night so wear something reflective.
Emergency Vehicles
25. If you see or hear ambulances, fire engines, police or other emergency vehicles with
their blue lights flashing or their sirens sounding, KEEP OFF THE ROAD.
Getting On Or Off A Bus
26. Only get on or off a bus when it has stopped to allow you to do so. Never cross the road
directly behind or in front of a bus. Wait until it has moved off and you can see the road
clearly in both directions.
Railways And Tramways
27. Take extra care at railway level crossings and near tramways.
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187-211 (EXTRA RULES FOR CYCLISTS).
Choosing And Maintaining Your Cycle
187.Choose the right size of cycle for comfort and safety.
188.Make sure that the:
•lights and reflectors are clean and in good working order.
•tyres are in good condition and inflated to the pressure recommended by the cycle
manufacturer.
•brakes and gears are working correctly.
•chain is properly adjusted and oiled.
•saddle is the correct height.
189.Fit a bell or horn and use it when necessary to warn other road users, particularly blind
and partially sighted pedestrians that you are there.
Safety Equipment And Clothing
190.Wear a cycle helmet, which conforms to recognised safety standards. Choose
appropriate clothes for cycling. Avoid long coats or other clothes that can tangle in the
chain or a wheel. Light-coloured or fluorescent clothing helps other road users see you in
daylight and poor visibility.
191.At night, you must use front and rear lights and a red reflector. Reflective material such
as belts, arm and ankle bands, wheel reflectors and 'spacer' flags will also help you to be
seen at night.
Cycling
192.You must obey traffic signs and traffic light signals. You must not cycle on the
pavement.
193.Look all around before moving away from the kerb, turning or manoeuvring to make
sure it is safe to do so. Give a clear arm signal to show other road users what you intend
to do.
194.Look well ahead for obstructions in the road, such as drains, potholes and parked cars
so that you do not have to swerve suddenly to avoid them. Leave plenty of room when
passing parked cars and watch out for doors opening into your path.
195.Take care near road humps, narrowings and other traffic calming features. Do not ride
along a drainage channel at the edge of the road to avoid such features.
196.Do not leave your cycle where it would endanger or obstruct other road users, for
example lying on the pavement. Use cycle parking facilities where provided.
Road junctions
197.Watch out for vehicles turning in front of you from or into a side road. Do not overtake
on the left of vehicles slowing down to turn left. Pay particular attention to long
vehicles, which need a lot of room to manoeuvre at corners and may have to move over
to the right before turning left. Wait until they have completed the manoeuvre.
198.When turning right, check the traffic behind you, signal and when it is safe move to the
centre of the road. Wait until there is a safe gap in traffic before completing the turn. It
may be safer to wait on the left until there is a safe gap or to dismount and walk your
cycle across the road.
Signal controlled junctions
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199.Traffic signals also apply to cyclists. You must not cross the stop line across the road
when the lights are red. Some junctions have advanced stop lines, which enable cyclists
to position themselves ahead of other traffic. Where these are in use, use them.
Roundabouts
200.Rules 123-128 set out the correct procedures at roundabouts but you may feel safer
approaching in the left-hand lane and keeping to the left in the roundabout. If you do
keep to the left, take extra care when cycling across exits and signal right to show you
are not leaving. Watch out for vehicles crossing your path to leave or join the
roundabout.
201.Watch out for long vehicles on the roundabout, as they need more space to manoeuvre.
It may be safer to wait until they have cleared the roundabout.
202.If you are unsure about using the roundabout, dismount and walk your cycle round on
the pavement or verge.
Bus lanes
203.You may only use a bus lane if the signs include a cycle symbol. Be very careful when
overtaking a bus or leaving a bus lane as you will be entering a busier traffic flow.
Dual carriageways
204.Take great care when crossing or turning on to a dual carriageway where there are no
traffic light signals. Wait for safe gaps and cross each carriageway in turn. Remember
that traffic on most dual carriageways travels quickly.
Cycle lanes and tracks
205.Use cycle lanes and tracks wherever possible. They can make your journey safer and
quicker.
206.Cycle lanes are marked by either an unbroken or a broken white line along the
carriageway. Keep within the lane and watch out for traffic emerging from side turnings.
207.Cycle tracks are located away from the road. Where there is a shared cycle track with a
footpath, you must keep to the track intended for cyclists. Watch out for pedestrians,
especially elderly people and people with disabilities, using the footpath or crossing the
cycle track.
208.Cycle tracks on opposite sides of the road may have a signalled crossing. When using a
crossing for cyclist use only, you may ride across but you must not cross until the green
cycle symbol is showing. Do not ride across a Pelican crossing.
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Safe riding
209.When cycling:
•keep both hands on the handlebars except when signalling or changing gear.
•keep both feet on the pedals.
•do not ride more than two abreast.
•ride in single file on cycle tracks and lanes, and on narrow roads when in traffic.
•do not ride close behind another vehicle.
•do not carry anything, which will affect your balance or may be tangle up with your
wheels or chain.
210.You must not carry a passenger unless your cycle is built or adapted to carry one.
211.You must not ride under the influence of drink or drugs.
212-215 (ANIMALS - GENERAL).
212.Do not let your dog out alone. Keep it on a short lead when taking it for a walk on or
near a road or on a path shared with cyclists.
213.Keep animals under control in vehicles. Make sure they cannot distract you while you
are driving. Do not let a dog out of a vehicle on to the road unless it is on a lead.
214.If you are herding animals, keep to the left of the road; if possible, send another person
along the road to warn other road users, for example at bends and the brows of hills.
215.If you have to herd animals after dark, wear reflective clothing and carry white lights at
the front and red lights at the rear of the herd.
The above extracts from The Highway Code 1993, reproduction is with The permission of
The Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office.
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Test 2. Be Able To Tie The Following Knots, In Addition To The Tenderfoot Knots, And
Explain Their Uses: - Fisherman's Knot, Timber Hitch.
First revise your Tenderfoot knots, and then get someone to show you how to tie these new
ones. Stand by his side, not facing him, and learn each knot systematically. When you have
mastered these knots, try doing them in the dark, or behind your back! Always use the kind
of rope that the knot is intended for; don't mess about with bits of string, as it won't help you
tie the knot in heavy rope. If the intention of a knot is to rescue a man, then make it 'mansized' when you are practising it.
It is about time that you learnt the correct 'jargon' or names of the parts of a piece of rope;
here are the three basic terms.
• Free end - the end of the rope in use.
• Bight - a loop in the rope.
• Standing part - the end of the rope not in use, but which may be in use later.

Fisherman's Knot
As its name implies, this knot is used by fishermen to join wet fishing line or rope, instead
of the reef knot or sheetbend, which slip when, wet. It is used for modern nylon ropes,
which are rather slippery, even when dry. It will take a considerable strain, but it is quite
easy to undo afterwards. To make it, overlap the ends of the lines, and with the free end of
each put an overhand knot round the standing part of the other, then draw them together
until they lock firmly.
Timber Hitch
30

This is a simple slipknot, which will not slip, when it is used for hauling timber, or starting a
diagonal lashing. Pass the rope once round the load, loop the free end round the standing
part and twist it several times around itself so that it is pressed against the timber when the
rope is under strain. When dragging a long or heavy spar, tie the timber hitch near the rear
end, and put an extra half hitch or two near the front; this is called a Killick Hitch (a killick
is a small anchor).
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Test 3. Know How To Clean And Dress Minor Cuts And Scratches, Treat Stings And
Bites, Strains And Sprains, Nosebleeds, Minor Burns And Scalds. Know How To
Fold A Triangular Bandage To Make A Broad And Narrow Bandage. Know How
To Apply A Large Arm Sling And An Elevation Sling. Know How To Apply A
Triangular Bandage To The Hand, Foot, Knee And Elbow. Know How To
Improvise A Stretcher.
Minor Cuts And Scratches
External Bleeding:
Wounds with slight bleeding: blood may ooze from all
parts of the wound and may appear alarming, but the bleeding usually stops of its own
accord. It is easily controllable with local pressure.
Treatment:
1. Reassure casualty.
2. Place casualty at rest.
3. Wash hands if possible before dealing with the wound.
4. Carefully wash the surrounding skin with soap and water.
5. Lightly rinse the wound with cold water.
6. Dry with a clean paper towel.
7. If bleeding persists, apply direct pressure over the paper towel.
8. Cover the wound with an adhesive dressing or a sterile dressing according to its size.
9. Raise and support the injured part.
Stings And Bites:
Stings (
Bees, Hornets and Wasps).
Treatment:
1. Remove the sting, if present, using forceps or tweezers which have been sterilised by
passing through a flame and then cooled.
2. To relieve pain and swelling, apply a cold compress, surgical spirit or a solution of
bicarbonate of soda.
3. For jellyfish stings, smooth calamine lotion into the affected area.
4. If pain and swelling persist or increase over the next day or so, advise the casualty to
seek medical advice.
For Stings in the Mouth or Throat.
1. To reduce swelling give the casualty ice to suck. Alternatively, rinse the mouth out with
cold water or (if available) a solution of bicarbonate of soda and water (one teaspoon to
a tumbler).
2. If breathing becomes difficult, place the casualty in the recovery position.
3. Arrange removal to hospital.
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Bites:
Animal Bites
Superficial
1. Wash the wound with soapy water for five minutes. Dry it and cover with a sterile
dressing.
2. Seek medical advice.
Serious wound
1. Control bleeding by direct pressure and elevation.
2. Cover with sterile dressing.
3. Arrange removal of casualty to hospital.
In countries where rabies may be present, all casualties suffering from dog bites should be
referred to medical aid for special serum treatment.
Snake Bites
1. Lay the casualty down and advise not to move.
2. Immobilise the affected part, but do not elevate it.
3. Wash the wound thoroughly with soap and water, if available.
4. If the casualty becomes unconscious, open airway and check breathing. Administer
resuscitation and place in the recovery position (see First Class Test 1).
5. Arrange removal to hospital. If possible, take the snake in a safe container.
Strains And Sprains
Strain:

- A strain is the over-stretching of a muscle.

Signs And Symptoms:
(a)
Sudden, sharp pain at the sight of injury.
(b)
In the case of a limb, the muscle may swell and cause severe cramp.
Treatment: Rest, Ice, Compression and Elevation (RICE)
1. Rest injured part in most comfortable position.
2. Apply an ice bag or cold water compress for 30 minutes if strain is of recent origin.
3. Compress the injured part by surrounding it with thick padding and secure it with a firm
bandage.
4. Elevate the injured limb.
5. Arrange removal to hospital, if necessary.
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Sprain: A sprain occurs at a joint, where there is wrenching and tearing of the ligaments
and tissues.
Signs And Symptoms:
(a)
Pain at the joint.
(b)
Swelling and later bruising and discolouration, depending on how recent the
injury has occurred.
(c)
Inability to use the joint without increasing pain.
Treatment: Rest, Ice, Compression and Elevation (RICE) - see above.
If the sprain of the ankle occurs out-of-doors, do not remove the boot or shoe but give
additional support by applying a figure-of-eight bandage over the boot or shoe.
Note: In all doubtful cases treat as a fracture.
Bleeding From The Nose.
Treatment:
1. Sit casualty down with head slightly forward.
2. Instruct to breathe through the mouth.
3. Pinch soft part of nose firmly for about 10 minutes.
4. Loosen clothing about neck and chest.
5. Warn casualty not to blow nose for several hours.
6. If bleeding does not stop within a short time, or recurs, casualty should receive medical
attention
7. DO NOT plug the nose.
Burns And Scalds
The effects of burns or scalds are similar and their seriousness depends upon many factors,
the most important being the area and extent rather than the depth of the injury. However, in
young children, especially infants, even small burns should be regarded as serious and
hospital treatment sought immediately. The area of most burns and scalds, including the
clothing involved, is usually sterile initially and every effort should be made to keep it
sterile.
Types of injury:
•
Superficial - a burn or scald where only the outer layers of the skin are
damaged.
•
Deep - when the whole thickness of the skin, including the nerve endings, is
destroyed.
An extensive superficial burn or scald is more painful than a small deep burn.
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A burn is caused by:
(a)
Dry heat - fire or hot objects.
(b)
Contact with an electric current - or by lightening.
(c)
Friction - from a revolving wheel or fast moving rope.
(d)
Strong acids and alkalis - sulphuric acid or caustic soda.
(e)
Intense cold - liquid oxygen, liquid nitrogen or extremely cold metals.
(f)
Radiation - exposure to the sun or radioactive substances.
A scald is caused by:
(a)
Moist heat - boiling water or steam, etc.
Signs And Symptoms
(a)
Severe pain at site of injury.
(b)
Reddening of the skin.
(c)
Sometimes blistering.
(d)
There may be destruction of the skin (charring).
(e)
Shock.
Treatment
1. Lessen the spread of heat in the tissues and alleviate pain by placing the burn gently
under slow running water. Keep it there for at least 10 minutes or until pain subsides. If a
large area is burnt gently, pour cold water over it.
2. Promptly remove anything of constrictive nature (e.g. rings, bangles, belts and boots)
before injured part begins to swell
3. After cooling carefully remove clothing soaked by scalding fluid but DO NOT remove
burnt clothing, this will have been rendered sterile by the heat and may be stuck to the
skin.
4. Cover the injured part with a dry, sterile, non-fluffy dressing (kitchen cling film may be
used).
5. Adhesive dressings should NOT be used.
6. When burns cover an area as big as a postage stamp or any considerable depth or an
electrical burn, cover affected area with a dry sterile dressing and refer casualty to a
doctor or hospital.
7. Immobilise a badly burned limb.
8. Treat for shock but do not give anything to drink.
9. Arrange for all seriously burned or scalded casualties to be removed to hospital.
10. DO NOT break blisters. DO NOT apply lotions.
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Bandages
The uses of a Triangular Bandage
The bandage may be used for:
(a)
A whole cloth - in the form of a sling, or for keeping a dressing in position.
(b)
A broad bandage - made by bringing the point down to the centre of the base,
and then folding the bandage again in the same direction.
(c)
A narrow bandage - made by folding the broad bandage again in the same
direction.
Bandages should not be used for padding when other materials are available.
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To tie the bandage.
The bandage should be tied with a reef knot, which does not slip, lies flat and is easy to
untie. The knot should be placed so that it does not cause discomfort by pressing on a bone,
or chafes the skin at the back of the neck when used on a sling. If the knot is uncomfortable,
place some soft material beneath as padding.
Slings
Slings are used when it is necessary to afford support and protection to the upper limb.
Arm sling
To support the forearm and hand where there are wounds and injuries of the upper limb and
in some cases of fractured ribs.
(a)
Support forearm on casualty's injured side, with wrist and hand a little higher
than elbow.
(b)
Place open triangular bandage between casualty's chest and forearm, with
point of bandage stretching beyond elbow on injured side.
(c)
Carry upper end of bandage over shoulder on uninjured side and around
casualty's neck to front of injured side.
(d)
Bring lower end of bandage up over casualty's hand and forearm and tie a reef
knot in front of hollow above collarbone.
(e)
Bring point of bandage forward and secure in front with safety pin or tuck it in
between arm and body.
(f)
Base of bandage should be at root of the casualty's little finger on injured side,
so all fingers are exposed for observation.
(g)
Tie a broad bandage around the casualty's arm and trunk, tie off on uninjured
side. This is to stop movement of arm during transportation. (Do on both types of
sling).
(h)
Check that the casualty is comfortable.
The ARM SLING is used on a
fractured arm or fractured ribs.
At all other times, the
ELEVATION SLING must be
used.
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Elevation sling
(a)
Support forearm on casualty's injured side across chest with fingers pointing to
opposite shoulder.
(b)
Place open triangular bandage over casualty's forearm and hand with point of
bandage extending beyond elbow and upper end of bandage over shoulder on
uninjured side.
(c)
Ease base of bandage under forearm, hand and elbow and carry lower end
round back to front of uninjured side.
(d)
Tie the ends of the bandage with a reef knot in hollow above collarbone on the
uninjured side. Gently adjust height of sling.
(e)
Tuck point of bandage between forearm and bandage and secure with safety
pin.
(f)
Make sure the casualty is comfortable and check the pulse every fifteen to
twenty minutes.
REMEMBER: Keep an eye on the fingers, make sure the blood can circulate and if need
be readjust the sling or dressing.
Improvised slings
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Slings may be improvised in many ways by (a)
passing the hand inside the buttoned jacket or waistcoat.
(b)
pinning the sleeve to the clothing.
(c)
turned up the lower edges of the jacket and pinning it to the clothing.
(d)
using scarves, belts ties etc.
Application of triangular bandage
Elbow or knee
Place the limb in a convenient position. Lay the point of the bandage on the back of the
upper arm (front of thigh), the middle of its base lying in the back of the forearm (front of
leg). Cross the ends in front of the elbow (back of knee) then pass round the arm (thigh) and
tie above the joint. Finish off by bringing the point of the bandage over the knot and secure.
Hand or Foot
Pass an open bandage under the hand or foot, with the point away from the casualty. Bring
the point back on the hand or instep. Pass the ends of the bandage round the wrist or ankle,
cross them, and tie off over the point. Draw the point firmly downwards over the knot and
secure.
Improvised stretchers
Stretchers may be improvised as follows (a) turn the sleeve of two or three coats inside out; pass two strong poles through
them, button the coats. The poles may be kept apart by strips of wood lashed to the
poles at both ends of the bed formed by the coats;
(b) make holes in the bottom corners of one or more sacks and pass strong poles
through them keeping them apart as above;
(c) tie broad bandages at intervals to two strong poles;
(d) spread out a rug, piece of sacking, tarpaulin or a strong blanket, and roll up two
strong poles in the sides.
(e) A hurdle, broad piece of wood, door or shutter may be used; rugs, clothing, hay
or straw should be placed on it and covered with a piece of stout cloth or sacking
which is useful for taking the casualty off the stretcher.
Always test an improvised stretcher before use.
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Test 4. Know The Parts Of A Hand axe And The Factors Affecting The Choice Of An
Axe. Know The Safety Rules Applicable To The Use Of An Axe. Be Able To Use
And Care For A Bush Saw And Sheath Knife. Be Able To Chop Firewood.
Hand Axe
This is a very useful item of camp equipment, but it is also very dangerous if misused or not
looked after properly. For your own safety, do not use an axe until you have passed this test,
unless your Patrol Leader or Scoutmaster is present.
Parts Of A Hand Axe
A Hand Axe consists of two basic parts; a metal piece called the 'head', and a wooden
handle known as the 'haft'. The top of the haft is carefully trimmed so that when the head is
tapped on, it fits tightly, and a wedge is driven in to the top of the haft through the 'eye' so
that the head will not come loose. Each part of the axe is named after a part of the human
body, so that you can remember them easily.
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When choosing an axe, either in a shop, or in your Troop stores, there are several points to
watch for. Make sure the bit is not chipped, and that the axe is not blunt; an axe should be
fairly sharp, though there is no point in having a razor-sharp axe, because it will only be
blunt after a couple of strokes. Next make sure that the head is firm on the haft; if it is loose,
then you can drive in a new wedge, or in emergency soak the axe in water or linseed oil so
that the wood swells and makes the head firm again. If the head starts to work loose, you
can tap the toe of the axe to keep it tight until you can make a permanent repair.
The haft should be shaped, and not straight; make sure it is not split, otherwise it will have
to be replaced. The grip should fit comfortably in the palm of your hand, and the thicker toe
and heel will stop the axe flying out of your hand.
Rules Of Axemanship
1. Always wear leather boots or shoes and socks when using an axe; they will help protect
you should the axe miss the piece of wood. Remove your neckerchief, lanyard, and
anything else, which may get in your way.
2. Select your axe carefully as described above.
3. Clear away, any plants or overhanging branches that could get in the way of the axe as
you swing it.
4. When cutting firewood, always place the wood flat on a wooden chopping block any
large log will do as a block, provided it is firm and solid. Never chop directly on the
ground, as you could easily damage the bit.
5. Never lean the wood at an angle, but chop where the wood is on the chopping block.
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6. Hold the hand axe with one hand only, gripping it firmly at the grip.
7. Always chop with the blade at an angle so that you get a 'V' shaped cut. If you chop
straight down you will only dent the wood and possibly your arm too!
8. Always keep your eyes on the exact spot you are chopping.
9. If the axe sticks in the wood, do not jerk the haft upwards, but give a sharp downward
blow on the grip; this should loosen the axe, and avoid any damage to the haft.
10. If your efforts with the axe draw any spectators, make sure that they stand at least three
axe lengths away from you. An axe length is the distance from your shoulder to the tip of
the axe when your arm is held straight out. This will avoid accidents being caused by
flying woodchips or axe heads.
11. Stop chopping as soon as you begin to feel tired, or when your arm begins to ache. You
are more likely to be careless if you are feeling tired.
12. When not in use the axe must be masked. If you do not have a proper leather mask,
either use some rags, or bury the bit in your chopping block, so that no one can get hurt
accidentally by stepping on an axe lying about on the ground. Never mask an axe in a
living tree or a fence post.
13. When carrying a handaxe, hold it firmly by the head with the haft pointing upwards and
the bit pointing forwards. In this position you can easily throw the axe to one side should
you trip up. If anyone is walking with you, make sure that there is no one on the side you
are carrying the axe.
14. Use the axe only for the job for which it was made. Do not use it as a mallet to knock in
tent pegs or camp gadgets.
15. If the axe is to be stored for any length of time, grease the head to prevent rust, and oil
the haft with linseed oil.
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Sharpening A Hand Axe
First remove any rough edges from the bit with a metal file; if possible place the axe in a
vice to hold it firm, and file from the bit towards the back of the head. Try not to scratch the
cheeks. Next use a wet carborundum stone; stroke it along the bit with a circular motion. An
axe does not need to be razor-sharp; it is more important to have a clean smooth edge.
Bush Saw
A Bush Saw consists of a bow-shaped piece of tubular steel and a blade. Because of its
shape, it is often called a bow saw. The blade is held in place either by wing nuts or by a
lever system, both of which serve to tension the blade. You must ensure that the blade is
under pressure before you start sawing, otherwise you will snap the blade.
The blade is in fact the main part of the saw, which needs regular attention. A bent blade
with worn teeth is worse than useless, and as modern blades are not designed to be resharpened, the simplest solution is to buy a new one; they are not expensive. So, make sure
that your blade is in good condition before using the saw.
If your blade is in good condition then it will be very sharp, and so should be masked when
not in use. Some blades come complete with a mask, but you can easily make one out of an
old piece of rubber tube split lengthways. As a last resort, wrap old rags round the blade,
and tie them on with string. Do not leave the saw lying around on the ground, but hang it up
out of rust and harm's way. When the saw is put away in the store, make sure that it is well
greased, masked, and hung up out of the way.

The best way to carry a saw is in front of you with the blade pointing forwards, so that if
you slip it cannot cut you; make sure you don't cut anyone else either! Some Scouts like to
carry the saw over their shoulder, which is also quite safe.
Cutting timber with a bush saw is probably easier than with a hand axe; it leaves no wood
chips, it is less tiring, and you will be able to cut more wood for the amount of effort you
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put in. Most modern saws cut in both directions, and you should try to achieve a seesaw
action, cutting an equal amount on both the push and the pull strokes. You will be able to
tell whether you have succeeded by the amount of sawdust on each side of the timber. Saws
do not work well in wet or live timber; they tend to jam, and you can easily twist or break
the blade by trying to pull it if it is stuck. The best solution to this problem is to put another
log directly under the saw cut so that the cut tends to open out rather than closing above the
saw blade.
Sheath Knife
Used properly, this is probably the most useful single item of camping equipment you can
own, but you must look after it well. As with the hand axe, the safety rules for the sheath
knife are largely common sense.
1. Keep your knife sharp by using a carborundum stone in the same way as for an axe. You
can also use a knife sharpener if you have one in your kitchen; perhaps your patrol might
buy one to take to camp.
2. Keep your knife clean; if you cut yourself then a clean cut is better than a dirty one. Use
emery paper to remove bad stains from the blade, and a brillo pad will complete the job.
At camp you can also keep the blade reasonably clean by pushing it carefully into the
ground, avoiding any hidden stones, and then pulling and pushing a few times before
removing the knife and wiping the blade. Never leave your knife in the ground, it might
be lost or broken.
3. Always cut away from yourself, and keep any onlookers behind you.
4. Never throw your knife around, and never play games with knives; it is dangerous, and
may damage the knife as well as other people or camp equipment.
5. Never cut a live tree; it may damage the tree, and will certainly make the landowner stop
Scouts from using his land.
6. Always keep the knife in its sheath when it is not in use. Repair your sheath if the
stitching comes undone so that you do not lose your knife or cut yourself accidentally.
When you have passed this test you will be able to use these tools with safety and
confidence, your Scoutmaster will make sure that you have had plenty of practice before
you pass the test. Then, if you see a younger Scout mis-using an axe, saw or knife, stop him,
and explain what he is doing wrong, and why. For his own and your own safety, tell him
how to use these tools properly.
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Test 5. Know Brief Histories Of The F. S. E. And The C. E. S., The Federal Badge And
Its Meaning, The Confederal Badge, And The Rank Indicators Of F. S. E.
Leaders.
History of the F.S.E.
The F.S.E. was born in Germany after the Second World War, in an attempt to bring together
the youth of all countries of Europe. There is a longer history in Volume 3 of this Handbook,
but all you really need to know is the year in which the different countries joined. Germany:
1956, France: 1958, Great Britain: 1959, Belgium: 1960, The Netherlands: 1971.
The Badge of the Association consists of a gold fleur-de-Lys on a red Cross Paté, with a
blue background. The fleur-de-Lys is a much-used heraldic sign, which was adopted by
Baden-Powell as the Scout badge in 1908. The Scout fleur-de-Lys is also called an
arrowhead, and this badge was the badge of the lookout or scout in the army.
History of the C.E.S.
In 1979 the Confederation European de Scoutisme (C.E.S.) was formed and the F.S.E. in
Great Britain was a founder member together with Belgium, France, West Germany and The
Netherlands. Since then the following countries have become members of the C.E.S. Italy 1986, Portugal - 1989 and Spain - 1996. Every four years the C.E.S. holds an international
camp or Jamboree called a ‘Eurojam’. The Eurojams held to the date of printing have been:
1981 - Bramhope, England.
1985 - Hosenbachtal, Germany.
1989 - Heeze, Holland.
1993 - Olloy-sur-Viroin, Belgium.
1997 - Bassano, Roma, Italy.
2002 - Sherwood Forest, England
The Confederal Badge consists of the ring of twelve gold stars taken from the European
flag, in the centre of which is a Fleur-de-Lys on top of the gold letters ‘C.E.S.’ The Fleur-deLys is bi-coloured, the left hand side being white and the right hand side gold.
Rank Indicators
Scouts
Troop Leader: three one centimetre wide white stripes worn vertically on the left-hand
breast pocket. The middle stripe passes behind the Federal badge, and the other two are
spaced equally on each side.
Patrol Leader: two one centimetre wide white stripes worn vertically on the left-hand breast
pocket, either side of the Federal badge.
Second: one half inch white stripe worn vertically on the right hand side of the Federal
badge on the left breast pocket.
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Leaders: Leaders wear bars and stars on each shoulder as described below:
Group Leaders: Group Scout Master, orange bars, no stars; Otter Leader, grey bars, one
star; Assistant Otter Leader, grey bars, no stars; Cub Master, yellow bars, one star; Assistant
Cub Master, yellow bars, no stars; Cub Instructor, one yellow bar only; Scout Master, green
bars, one star; Assistant Scout Master, green bars, no stars; Scout Instructor, one green bar
only; Rover Leader, red bars, one star; Assistant Rover Leader, red bars, no stars.
Province Leaders: Province Commissioner, violet bars, two stars; Assistant Province
Commissioner, violet bars, one star.
National Leaders: National Commissioner, blue bar, two stars; Assistant National
Commissioner, blue bar, one star; National Secretary, blue bar, one star; National Treasurer,
blue bar, one star; HQ Commissioner (Otters), grey bar, two stars; HQ Commissioner
(Cubs), yellow bar, two stars; HQ Commissioner (Scouts), green bar, two stars; HQ
Commissioner (Rovers), red bar, two stars; HQ Commissioner (Leader Training), white bar,
two stars.
Test 6. Follow A Trail Making Use Of Natural Materials For 1.5 Kilometres And In
Kim's Game Memorise At Least 18 Out Of 24 Well Assorted Articles After Two
Minutes Study, And With Five Minutes Allowed For Making A List.
This test is aimed at developing your powers of observation, and your memory. It may be a
bit difficult at first, but with patient practise, it will become much easier.
Tracking
You have already learnt the basic backwoods signs, which are, made from natural materials
such as twigs, leaves, grass and stones, in your tenderfoot tests. Now you will have to look
carefully for them outdoors, trying not to miss any. Go slowly and look for anything
unusual, but at the same time remembering your route so that you can go back to the last
sign if you lose the trail. So do not disturb a sign when you reach it either, you may need it
again later. Try practising with someone else in your patrol; you can lay trails for each other,
and you will also find out that it is difficult to lay a good trail.
Kim’s Game
The game is taken from Rudyard Kipling’s story of Kimball (Kim for short) O’Hara, the son
of a soldier in India. Kim lost his parents and was adopted by his father’s regiment. He used
to dress as an Indian boy, and would wander among the natives as one of them. He got to
know an antique dealer who was also a government secret agent, and he began to train Kim
as an agent too. To train Kim to be observant, he would put a tray of precious stones in front
of Kim, and give him a couple of minutes to memorise them.
There are a few hints, which will help you to pass this test too; try to remember the whole
tray, and then look at obvious articles that catch your eye. The ones you will miss may be
the large ones, or small ones, but do not spend too much time looking at one object, and
forget the others. You may be able to link certain articles together, such as a knife and fork,
or a pencil and paper; other objects may be similar colours, and so when you remember one,
it will remind you of others.
Test 7. Be Able To Point Out And Name Six British Trees And Know Their Burning
Properties. Have A Knowledge Of The Animal Or Bird Depicted In Your Own
Patrol Emblem.
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Trees
There are many ways to recognise the great variety of trees found in Britain; each species
has its own distinct bark, buds, flowers, fruit, leaves and shape, and so identification is
possible at any season of the year. The following sketches will give you an idea of what to
look for. You have a wide choice; it is a good idea to find out what trees are growing around
your local campsite, so that you will know how much wood there is for firelighting.
In terms of burning properties, trees can be split into three groups; the first contains wood
most suitable for kindling or starting the fire, the second is used for cooking a quick meal
over a hot fire with lots of flames, and the third is used for slower cooking when a good bed
of hot embers is needed. The following table will serve as a useful guide:

A - Very good
TREE

B - Average

C - Poor or useless

KINDLING

QUICK

SLOW

Ash

B

A

A

Beech

B

B

B

Birch

A

A

B

Elm

C

C

C

Hawthorn

A

A

C

Holly

A

A

B

Horse Chestnut

C

C

C

Larch

A

A

C

Lime

B

B

B

Oak

C

B

A

Pine

A

A

B

Poplar

C

C

C

Spruce

A

A

C

Sycamore

C

B

A
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Patrol Emblem
As well as the local library, a good source of information here is a zoo, if you happen to live
near one. It is much better to see your patrol animal or bird ‘in the flesh’, and to ask its
keeper about its behaviour. Why not take some photographs or draw a few sketches for your
patrol corner.
Test 8. Be Able To Pitch, Strike, And Pack A Hike Tent. Be Able To Light A Fire In The
Open Air, And Cook A Meal Over It Consisting Of At Least Meat And Potatoes.
Know The Essential Equipment For A Hike Camp, And How To Make Yourself
Comfortable In Camp.
Hike Tent
There are many kinds of hike tent in use today, ranging from the old-fashioned, to ultramodern with telescopic poles, external ridgepole and sewn-in groundsheet. So the method of
pitching a hike tent depends on the type of tent it is.
When you unpack the tent, put the bag in a safe place. Unroll the tent and make sure all
doors are fastened before you start. If your tent has a sewn-in groundsheet, then the next
step is to peg out the groundsheet before erecting the poles and main guy-lines. If there is no
sewn-in groundsheet, then you start by erecting the poles and main guy-lines, and when
both poles are fixed in position, you then peg out the bottom of the tent walls, starting from
the poles and working around until the tent is the right shape.
The final job is to peg out the guy-lines that bring the eaves (the overhanging part of the
roof) into position. Each of these is usually reinforced with a seam sewn in the eaves; make
sure that your guy-lines are in line with these seams, so that your tent will be correctly
pitched. You may have to adjust the guy-lines several times before you get it right.
The only way to learn how to put up your particular type of hike tent is to be shown and
then practice several times, remembering the points made above.
To strike a hike tent, all you do is reverse the pitching process, but remember to put all the
pegs in one place as you take them out, so that none get lost. Always clean your pegs, either
by scraping one with another, or by washing them in a stream. Tie each guy-line neatly as
you undo it so that they do not get tangled. When the tent is down, fold it neatly on the
ground so that it will go back into the bag, and either roll the tent around the poles, or put
the poles in a separate bag if there is one. The pegs should be always kept in a separate bag.
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Firelighting
Success in lighting a wood fire under camp conditions depends a great deal on the
preparations you make. You must have a site for your fire, which is well away from any
tents, and preferably, down-wind of the tents so that any sparks will be carried away from
them. Make sure that your chosen spot is well drained; there is nothing worse than getting
up on a damp morning to find your fireplace is flooded out! The type of fire you build is a
matter of personal choice; Campfire Yarn 9 in Scouting for Boys will give you some idea of
the various types.
Next you will need a woodpile; rope off part of your kitchen for use as a woodpile and
chopping area, and get a good supply of wood ready. You should already know which type
of wood you need, and which will burn best for the type of cooking you are going to do.
Your woodpile should consist of piles of similar sized pieces of wood, from small thin twigs
to small logs. You then gather together your kindling wood, bracken, waste paper, dead
leaves, all of which must be dry, and make a small pyramid with the twigs resting around
the remainder of the kindling. Leave enough gaps to allow air to circulate, and then light the
fire, waiting until the twigs have caught fire before adding more wood, or you will put your
fire out. If there is a strong wind blowing, you can put most of your twigs down-wind so
that the flames are blown onto the wood. Dead gorse and silver birch bark both make
excellent kindling.
In order to have a dry supply of wood, always cover your wood supply at night, or place
your wood for breakfast in the store tent.
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Cooking
Preparation again is important in this part of the test. Both food and fire need preparing and
attention; in order to cook a meal properly you need a good bed of red-hot embers, not a
mass of flames. So start you fire before you want to start cooking so that you have plenty of
embers. You may be able to cook on half of your fire, so that you can be creating more
embers on the other half for later, thus keeping your meal cooking all the time.
As for the food, find out how long each item on your menu will take to cook; you can then
plan your cooking so that everything is ready at once. For example, potatoes will take about
30 minutes to cook, sausages about 10 minutes, and tinned vegetables only need 2 or 3
minutes to warm through. So your schedule might look like this:
12-30 Put potatoes on to boil
12-50 Start to fry sausage
12-57 Heat up peas
13-00 Serve meal
All this depends a great deal on your fire; it can take hours to cook potatoes if you have a
poor fire. If you are having another course, them make sure that it will be ready at the right
time too; it’s no good having your pudding an hour after the main course simply because
you forgot about it.
Preparing potatoes is a simple job; peel, ‘eye’, and wash them, and cut them into fairly
small pieces so that they will cook more quickly. Do not forget the salt! They are cooked as
soon as they feel soft when you test them with a fork. Make sure. you do not run out of
water, and top up if necessary with hot water. Preparing the meat depends on the type of
meat you are cooking, if in doubt ask for advice.
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Hike Camping
This means going hiking for two or more days, and camping out overnight; the modern
name for it is ‘backpacking’. As you will have to carry everything with you, it is essential
that you cut down on weight, and take only those items that are absolutely necessary.
Dehydrated foods, for example, are much lighter and less bulky than tinned food. Below are
two lists of basic equipment for a hike camp, although an experienced Scout would
probably be able to manage without some of these.
Personal
Uniform
Hiking clothes
Heavy shoes or boots
Spare clothing (including socks)
Waterproof clothing
Map and Compass
Torch
Eating and Washing Utensils

General
Hike tent or Bivouac sheet
Lightweight dixies
Lightweight food
Matches (waterproofed)
First aid kit
Stove (where no wood available)
Wrap each item in a polythene
bag,.

Sleeping bag
See whether you can detail exactly what you would take, how much spare clothing? what
waterproofs? how much food? and so on.
Camp Comfort
B.P scorned any Scout who talked of ‘roughing it’ at camp. Such a boy is obviously a
Tenderfoot! Read Campfire Yarn 9 in Scouting for Boys; it will give you a lot of advice on
how to stop being a Tenderfoot, and how to become a real camper.
Test 9. Demonstrate Square, Diagonal And Sheer Lashings, And Show Their Uses By
Constructing A Pioneering Project With All Three Types Of Lashing. Be Able To
Whip The End Of A Rope Using Both A Simple And Sailmaker's Whipping.
Know How To Care For Ropes And Lines.
Lashings
Lashing is the term used in pioneering when two spars are bound together soundly by rope
or cord. They are very useful in all pioneering, but only if they are done correctly; such
constructions usually have a good deal of strain and rough handling, and so it is important
that all lashings are tied as tightly as possible. A slack turn or knot will weaken the whole
structure, and the result could be disastrous.
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Square Lashing
For use when two spars cross each other, and are in contact, it is not only used when the
spars cross at right angles. Whenever two spars cross and touch each other, and the pressure
of the whole structure forces one spar along or towards the other, use a square lashing,
whatever angle the two spars cross each other.
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Start with a clove hitch round one spar, and weave the rope around both spars to form a
square; repeat the procedure for two or three turns, making each one as tight as possible.
Adding more turns will only make the lashing weaker. Now loop the rope round one spar
and make three tight frapping turns between the spars to tighten the original turns even
more. Finish off with a clove hitch or two half hitches around the most convenient spar, so
that the knot is tight and close to the lashing. Two half hitches is the easier and safer way to
finish the lashing because they can be put on without losing the tension in the rope. If you
have any rope left, do not cut it off, but use it up in more half hitches, or coil it and tie it to a
spar.
Diagonal Lashing
This is used when two spars cross each other, but need to be pulled together in order to
make a firm structure. It is also used if the whole structure is going to force the two spars
apart. Remember that the name of the lashing refers to the pattern of the rope, not to the
angle of the spars.
Start with a timber hitch round both spars, and then take three turns round both spars in the
same direction as the timber hitch. Next loop the rope round one spar and make three more
turns in the other direction. Strengthen the lashing by making three frapping turns between
the spars, and finish with a clove hitch or two half hitches. Remember that every part of the
lashing must be tight.
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Sheer Lashing
There are two types of sheer lashing, both of which are very useful, and quite easy to make.
The ordinary sheer lashing is used to join two spars together, end to end. Overlap the
smaller spar by one third of its length, tie a clove hitch around both spars, and add seven or
eight turns before finishing with another clove hitch. Repeat the knot at the other end of the
overlap. It is important to lash the two spars very firmly together, and so frapping turns are
not used. If the finished lashing is loose, then drive small wedges between the spars to
tighten the lashing.

Sheer Legs
This is the way to lash three spars together to make a tripod for bridge building, or a kitchen
gadget. Place three poles on the ground with their butts (i.e. the thicker, bottom ends of the
spars) in line; it does not matter if the tips are not level with each other. Put wedges between
the poles to keep them apart and to allow room for frapping turns later. Tie a clove hitch
around one spar, and make half a dozen turns round all three spars, keeping them tight and
close together. Now make two or three frapping turns in both gaps between the spars, and
finally remove the wedges and tighten up the lashing; finish with a clove hitch or two half
hitches round one of the outer spars. A similar lashing can be done with only two spars if
required.
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Pioneering
Once you have learnt the lashings you must put your knowledge to the test and construct a
pioneering project using spars or staves, and the lashings you have learnt. There are several
good books on pioneering from which you can get ideas, or you might like to think of
something original. Remember to make use of all three lashings, and to get them as tight as
possible. Perhaps you will try something large which will need your whole patrol to assist
you.
Whipping
No matter how well a rope is cared for, it will soon fray at the ends. To stop this happening,
all ropes should be firmly whipped at each end, preferably when they are brand new. There
are many types of whipping, and two are given here.
Simple Whipping
This is used on ropes, which are braided or woven. First make a loop with your whipping
twine, and lay this along the rope with the loop pointing towards the end of the rope, and
slightly overlapping the end. Next make about a six to eight tight turns starting about five
centimetres from the end of the rope, working towards the end of the rope, but leaving at
least 5 millimetres of free rope. Make sure that your loop does not disappear, and pass the
twine through the loop. Now pull hard on the twine at the starting end of the whipping so
that the top end is drawn down inside the whipping, and thus stopping it coming undone.
Trim the ends of the whipping twine and if necessary the end of the rope.
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Sailmaker's Whipping
The Sailmaker’s Whipping is used on stranded rope, and is undoubtedly the best and neatest
whipping. First, untwist the rope to open out the strands for a distance equal to about three
times the thickness of the rope. Make a loop by passing your whipping twine between two
of the strands, around the third strand and back through the same pair of strands. Close up
the rope by twisting each strand in turn leaving the loop in the whipping twine big enough
to reach the end of the rope. Wind the whipping twine tightly around the rope about four
times. When you have done this, bring the loop up to the end of the rope, and place it over
the end of the same strand around which the loop was originally made. Pull hard on the
twine at the bottom of the whipping, tightening the turns around the rope and then bring this
end up to the top of the whipping, in line with the strands (i.e. with the lay of the rope), and
tie the two ends of the twine, tightly, with a reef knot. Trim off any surplus twine, and twist
the strands so that the ends of the twine are hidden in the end of the rope.
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Looking After Ropes
Ropes are only useful if they are well looked after; here are a few notes on their
maintenance.
1. Before putting any rope away, and when getting one out, check for any signs of
weakness such as frayed strands, cuts, or rot. Throw rotten rope away, cut rope where it
is frayed into shorter pieces, and whip all unwhipped ends.
2. Make sure that the rope is absolutely dry before you store it, otherwise rot will set in.
Dry ropes slowly in a warm room, not in the sun.
3. Coil ropes in a clockwise direction (with the lay) in coils less than a metre across,
depending on the size of the rope. They should be stored by hanging them up, and
should never be left or kept on the ground.
4. You should be aware of the breaking strain of the ropes you are using; never use ropes
that are not strong enough for the job in hand. For example, the breaking strain of manila
and sisal rope of 8mm diameter is about 450kg. but the safe working load is only 50kg.
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Similarly for 24mm rope (3inch) the figures are 4050kg and 450kg. (Note: 50kg is
roughly equal to 1cwt.)
There are special man-made fibre ropes for such activities as climbing and caving, and if
you are in the slightest doubt, always seek specialist advise.
Test 10. Know The 16 Points Of The Compass. Be Able To Set A Map And Know At
Least Six Of The Conventional Signs On The Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 Map.
Understand The Grid Reference System.
The two main points on a compass are the opposite poles, North and South. The points
midway between these are called East and West, and we now have the four basic points of
the compass from which all the others are derived. The next four points, for example, are
referred first to the nearest major point (North or South), and then to the nearest lesser point
(East or West). Hence the point midway between North and East is called Northeast, the
point midway between South and East is called Southeast, and so on. This now gives us an
eight point compass.
By applying the same rule, the next eight points can be named. The point between South
and Southeast is called South South East (S.S.E.), and so on round the compass.

Maps
The best maps for Scout use in Britain are the Ordnance Survey maps. The most useful is,
probably, the 1:50,000 series. The ‘1:50,000’ means that one centimetre on the map
represents 50,000 centimetres (or 500 metres) on the ground.
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Setting a Map
This is a simple operation, which allows you to line up your map with the countryside round
about you. The easier way to do this is by using a compass; lay your map on a flat surface if
possible, and holding the compass still (with the needle pointing North), you move the map
around until it also points North. Do not forget to line up your compass with the Magnetic
North line on the map. The different North points are explained in First Class, Test 2.
The other way to set a map is by using landmarks. We must assume that you know where
you are on your map, and you can then set your map by lining up the road or path on which
you are walking with the same line on the map. Make sure that you set the map the right
way round! A useful check is to pick out two or three outstanding landmarks (hills,
churches, farms, etc.) and check that the signs on the map match up with the features on the
ground. In other words, if you are looking along a road and there is a church on the right
hand side, check that the church is also on the right hand side of the road on the map.
Conventional Signs
Many features in the landscape are represented on maps by conventional signs, thus every
church with a spire has the same symbol, as does every railway station or Youth Hostel. A
full list of these signs is given in the margin of a 1:50,000 map, it is called the ‘legend’ of
the map. See how many signs that you can pick out on the map and how many that you can
remember.
Six-Figure Grid Reference
All Ordnance Survey maps are divided into squares by lines known as grid lines; they are
used to give an exact position on the map.

To give the position of a landmark, you must divide the space between the grid lines into
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ten divisions.

The position of the INN is calculated by, firstly taking the number of the Grid Line to the
West of the INN which is 68 and add on the number of tenths from that line i.e. 3 tenths to
give a figure of 683. This is known as the 'EASTINGS'.
Secondly, taking the number of the Grid Line to the South of the INN which is 70 and add
on the number of tenths from that line i.e. 6 tenths to give a figure of 706. This is known as
the 'NORTHINGS'.
The full Grid Reference for the map will be 683706. Note that we always put EASTINGS
before the NORTHINGS.
A good six figure map reference is accurate to within 100 metres.
What can you find at the following locations.
685745, 675726, 693711, 696732, 702727 and 686749.
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Test 11. Name The Member Countries Of The C. E. S. And Be Able To Recognise Their
National Flags. Produce A Scrapbook about One of These Countries, Other Than
Britain. This Should Include Items On The Capital And Other Important Cities,
Main Rivers, National Produce And Culture Of Your Chosen Country.
At the time of printing, the member countries of the Confederation of European Scouts
(C.E.S.) are Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Portugal, Spain and The
Netherlands. A coloured plate in the centre of this book shows you what their National Flags
look like and a brief description of each is given below. See also centre pages for a colour
illustration.
Belgium:
The colours come from the arms of the Province of Brabant (a gold lion with a
red tongue on a black shield). Today's almost square flag was adopted on Independence
from the Dutch in 1830.
France:
The colours originated from the cockades (hat badges) worn during the
Revolution. They were adopted in 1789 and incorporated into a flag in 1790. This was white
with a red, white and blue shield on it. In 1794, a call for a simpler design more in line with
republican morals, ideas and principles, resulted in the tricolour still in use today.
Germany: The colours, traditionally associated by the Germans with freedom, were first
adopted in 1848 and again in 1918. Hitler abolished them in 1933. After the Second World
War in 1949, they were re-adopted by both East and West Germany. In 1959, East Germany
added the state emblem to its flag, but on October 3rd 1990, the original (West German)
colours were adopted again by the re-unified Germany.
Great Britain: See Tenderfoot Test 4.
Italy:
When Napoleon invaded Italy in 1796, the French Guard had a standard of
vertical green, white and red stripes. This was finally established as the flag of a United
Italy in 1861.
Portugal: The colours adopted in the revolution of 1910 represent Henry the Navigator
(green) and The Monarchy (red). The Armillary Shield (a navigational instrument) indicated
Portugal's leading role in world exploration.
Spain:
The present design, with the yellow stripe twice as wide as the red ones, was
adopted in 1938. The colours date back to the old 12th century kingdom of Aragon.
The Netherlands: Before 1630, the followers of William of Orange flew an orange, white
and blue flag. Red replaced the orange and the Dutch tricolour became a symbol of liberty.
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Produce A Scrap Book
Despite its name, this should be neat and tidy! It must contain as much information as you
can find on your chosen country and this should be presented in an interesting and
informative manner. Having said that, the precise layout is left entirely up to your own
ability and imagination.
There are many sources from which to obtain the information you will want. These include
brochures from travel agents, libraries, schools, newspapers and magazines, food and drink
packaging, and others you can no doubt think of for yourself. For really first hand
information, why not have a word with your Scoutmaster about getting a pen pal in your
chosen country.
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Test 12. Demonstrate Twelve Possible Uses For Scout Staves.
There are many possible uses for a scout staff; a few are shown below. How many others
can think of? To pass this test you must actually demonstrate twelve uses; it's no good just
describing them...you may need to get your patrol to help you.
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Test 13. Show That You Are Taking An Active Part In Troop Activities. Complete A Ten
Kilometre Hike And Make A Verbal Report.
The first part of this test is very much in your own hands. Nothing written down here can
ensure that you do, in fact, take an active part in troop activities. There are plenty of things
going on that are of interest to you; but it is not enough just to join in these activities, you
should try to take a really active part. The best way to do this is actually to organise
something yourself from time to time. This can be done with the help of your P. L. (if you
are not already one yourself); Court of Honour, or Scoutmaster, but the original ideas should
come from you.
The hike will give you the opportunity to put your mapping and compass work into practice,
and it will also give you practice in recognising trees, and you could even include a bit of
tracking. Do not forget to take your scout staff; it might come in handy. Although you only
need give a spoken report of your journey, it is nevertheless a good idea to make brief notes
as you go along, so that you can refresh your memory later before giving your account to
your scoutmaster. Note down the names of villages, farms, churches, and how far each one
is from your starting point. You might like to make a few quick sketches, or collect samples
of leaves, flowers, or feathers for your patrol. All this will make your report more
interesting, and give you much more enjoyment on the actual hike.
Test 14. Re-Pass The Tenderfoot Tests.
This test will always be taken last, just before you are awarded your Second Class badge, so
make sure that you remember your Law and Promise, the history of Scouting, the tenderfoot
knots, the tracking signs, and the Union Flag. Once you have done this, you are a second
class scout, and you can start on the first class work. Good luck!
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FIRST CLASS BADGE
(RED)

Test 1. Know The Mouth To Mouth (Mouth To Nose) Method Of Artificial Respiration.
Human Patients Must Not Be Used For Demonstration Or Practise. Know The
Correct Method Of Placing A Casualty In The Recovery Position. Understand
How To Stop External Bleeding By Direct Pressure. Point Out The Main Pressure
Points And Be Able To Deal With External Bleeding From Veins And Arteries.
Demonstrate The Treatment For A Fractured Collar Bone And The Importance
Of Not Moving Suspected Fractures. Demonstrate How To Deal With Shock,
Including Electric Shock.
First aid is a subject that does not stagnate, it can change on a weekly basis. Therefore it is
always advisable to keep in touch with all the changes that can occur. This can be done with
help from your Leaders. Your Scout Master will have access to all current changes that
have taken place.
On finding a casualty or casualties you have to first assess the situation. Follow the
following list and you can not go wrong.
D.R.A.B.C.
Danger
Responsiveness
Airway
Breathing
Circulation
Make sure you do not put your self in danger, and become a casualty yourself.
If possible remove all obsticles and anything that might interfere with your progress.
For suspected electricity injuries see section on "Electric Shock".
Check for the responsiveness of the casualty by:1. Calling out the casualtys name if known or just say "Hello can you here me".
2. If there is no response to your voice, then a pinch on the ear, for a pain response.
3. It there is still no response then check for breathing.
4. Check for the Carotid pulse (check others as well), if this is present then start mouth to
mouth resusitation.
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5. If there is no pulse then you need to get help. Go for help yourself if you are on your
own. Send for help if there is someone with or near you.
6. Start Mouth to Mouth Resusitation.
Mouth To Mouth Resuscitation
The most important factor in any form of respiratory resuscitation is the speed with which
the first few inhalations can be given. There are several methods of artificial respiration.
The most effective is mouth-to-mouth (mouth-to-nose) and this method can be used by
almost all age groups and in almost all circumstances except.
1. When there is severe injury to the face and mouth.
2. When the casualty is pinned in the face down position.
If vomiting interferes with respiratory resuscitation. Vomiting usually occurs when
breathing is re-established and consciousness is returning.
A person who is asphyxiated to any significant degree will be in a state of unconsciousness.
In this state, however brought about, the casualty is likely to die, simply because his tongue
may have fallen to the back of his throat and blocked his airway. This obstruction may be
aggravated by vomit or other matter.
The first things to do with an unconscious casualty.
1. Ensure he has a good airway.
(a)
Support the nape of the neck and press the top of the head so that it is tilted
backwards.
(b)
Push the chin upwards.
These moves extend the head and neck and lift the tongue forward clear of the
airway.
If the casualty is capable of breathing, this may be all that is necessary; he will gasp
and start to breathe. At this point, place him in the recovery position.
2. Loosen clothing at neck and waist;
3. To help his breathing, three or four inflations of the lungs may be useful.
If the casualty does not start to breathe after having ensured a good airway, keep the head
tilted backwards and begin mouth-to-mouth (to-nose) breathing, this is easier to do when the
casualty is lying on his back.
Mouth-To-Mouth Method Of Artificial Respiration
In An Adult:
1. Open your mouth wide and take a deep breath
2. Pinch the casualty’s nostrils together with your fingers.
3. Seal your lips round his mouth.
4. Blow into his lungs until the chest rises 5-10cms,
then remove your mouth, and watch the chest fall.
5. Repeat and continue inflations at your natural rate of breathing.
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In an infant or young child:
1. Open your mouth wide and take a deep breath.
2. Seal your lips round his mouth and nose.
3. Blow GENTLY into his lungs until the chest rises, then remove your mouth and watch
the chest fall.
4. Repeat and continue inflations.
Give the first four inflations as rapidly as possible to saturate the blood with oxygen.
If the casualty’s chest fails to rise, there is an obstruction. Ensure that his head is tilted well
backwards; turn him on his side and thump his back. Check for and remove any foreign

matter from the back of the throat.
It may be easier to obtain an airtight seal between your mouth and that of the casualty if his
dentures are retained securely in their normal position. If the First Aider cannot make a seal
round the casualty’s mouth, he should use the mouth-to-nose method. In this case, during
inflation, the casualty’s mouth should be closed with the thumb of the hand holding the
lower jaw.
If the heart is beating normally continue to give artificial respiration until natural breathing
is restored.
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If the heart is NOT beating, as shown by the following:
1. The casualty’s colour remains or becomes blue/grey;
2. The pupils are widely dilated when visible;
3. The carotid pulse cannot be felt.
Treatment
1. Put him on his back on a firm surface, the floor.
2. Begin chest compressions at a rate of 100 per minute, that's the speed of actually
counting it out aloud. E.g. 1, 2, 3 etc.
Keep on going using 15 compressions to two inflations until there are signs of recovery,
help arrives or you become too tired to continue.
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Recovery Position
1. Lie the casualty down, face upwards. Kneel beside the casualty, tilt the head back and
raise the chin to open up the air passage. Make sure both legs are straight.
2. Place the casualty’s arm nearest to you at right angles to the body, bent at the elbow with
the palm of the hand uppermost (like they are waving at someone).
3. Bring the forearm across the chest and hold the hand against the casualty’s cheek, palm
out.

4. With your other hand, grasp the casualty’s far leg at the thigh and raise the knee keeping
the foot on the ground just behind the knee.
5. Keep the casualty’s hand pressed against the cheek with one of your hands. With your
other hand at the far leg, pull the casualty towards you.

6. Tilt back the head to make sure the air passage is clear and, if necessary, adjust the hand
against the cheek to make sure the head is properly supported.
7. Adjust the upper leg so that the hip and knee are at right angles.
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8. Check breathing and pulse rate at regular intervals.
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External Bleeding
Wounds with severe bleeding.
Treatment:
The aim of First Aid is to stop the bleeding immediately and to obtain medical aid urgently.
1. Apply direct pressure with the fingers to the bleeding point or points, over a dressing if
immediately available, for 5-15 minutes. If the wound area is large, press the sides of the
wound firmly but gently together.
2. Lay the casualty down in a suitable and comfortable position, and lower the head if
possible.
3. Raise the injured part and support it in position, unless an underlying fracture is
suspected.
4. Do not remove any visible foreign bodies from the wound, but pad round them carefully.
5. When a dressing is available:
(a)
Apply it directly over the wound and press it firmly down.
(b)
Cover it with a pad of soft material.
(c)
Retain the dressing and pad in position with a firm bandage.
(d)
See that the dressing and pad extend well above the level and beyond the
edges of the wound.
6. If bleeding continues, apply further dressings and pads on top of the original dressing,
and bandage more firmly.
7. Immobilise the injured part by a suitable method:
(a)
For an upper limb - a sling.
(b)
For a lower limb - tying it to its fellow with adequate padding.
8. Remove carefully to hospital as soon as possible.
Indirect
Pressure.
If bleeding cannot be controlled by the application of direct pressure on the wound or when
it is impossible to apply direct pressure successfully, it may be possible to apply indirect
pressure at the appropriate pressure point between the heart and the wound. This pressure is
not always successful owing to subsidiary bleeding.
A pressure point is where an important artery can be compressed against an underlying bone
to prevent the flow of blood beyond that point. Such pressure may be applied while
dressing, pad and bandage are being prepared for application - not longer than 15 minutes.
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Femoral Pressure Point
The femoral artery passes into each lower limb at a point corresponding to the centre of the
fold of the groin. To apply pressure bend the casualty's knee, grasp his thigh with both
hands and press directly and firmly downwards in the centre of the groin with both thumbs,
one on top of the other against the brim of the pelvis.

Brachial Pressure Point
The brachial artery runs along the inner side of the muscles of each upper arm, its course
being roughly indicated by the inner seam of a coat sleeve. To apply pressure pass your
fingers under the casualty's upper arm and compress the artery against the bone (humerus).
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Fractured Collar Bone (Clavicle)
Causes:Indirect force, the usual cause, a fall on the outstretched hand or on the point of the
shoulder.
Direct force, by a blow.
Signs and Symptoms
1. Pain and tenderness at the site of the injury.
2. The arm on the injured side is partly helpless.
3. The casualty supports it at the elbow and keeps his head inclined towards the injured
side. This relieves his pain by reducing muscle tension.
4. Swelling or deformity can be seen or felt over the site of the fracture.
Treatment
1. Support arm on injured side with an elevation sling.
2. Place a pad between arm and chest on injured side.
3. Secure limb to chest with a broad bandage applied over the sling and tied in front of the
uninjured side.
4. Check pulse and/or nails for blood circulation.
5. Check patient is comfortable.
Use Of Bandages For Fractures
1. Asphyxia, bleeding and severe wounds must be dealt with before dealing with any
fracture.
2. Treat the fracture on the site of the incident, unless life is endangered (the casualty's or
your own), in which case temporary fixation should be carried out before moving the
casualty as short a distance as possible.
3. Steady and, if necessary, support the injured part at once to prevent further damage, and
maintain this control until fracture has been immobilised.
4. Immobilise by using.
(a)
Body bandages, using the casualty's body as a means of support will prove
adequate for normal purposes.
(b)
Splints and bandages, the support of splints may be required when there is a
possibility of a long or rough journey before medical aid is available, or in the
presence of multiple injuries.
5. Raise the injured part after immobilisation if possible, in order to reduce discomfort and
swelling.
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Use Of Bandages For Fractures
Bandages should be applied sufficiently firmly to prevent movement but not so tightly as to
interfere with the circulation of the blood or to cause pain. Separate skin surfaces with soft
padding before bandaging together, in order to prevent discomfort and chafing of the skin.
Always tie knots over a splint or on the uninjured side. If both lower limbs are injured, tie
the knots in front between them.
Check at 10 minute intervals to ensure that they are not becoming too tight as a result of
swelling of the injured tissues. This is especially important when an elbow has been injured
and is supported in a sling.
To pass bandages underneath him if the casualty is lying down, use the natural hollows of
the body, e.g. the neck, loins, knees.
Use of splints
If splints are required, they should be.
1. Sufficiently rigid.
2. Long enough to immobilise the joint above and below the fracture.
3. Well padded and wide enough to fit comfortably to the limb.
4. Applied over clothing.
In emergencies, a splint may be improvised from a walking stick, umbrella, broom handle,
piece of wood, cardboard or firmly folded newspaper or magazine.
All casualties who have fractures or suspected fractures must be sent to hospital for further
attention.
Transport of the casualty should be as gentle as possible.
Shock
Shock is a condition resulting from a lessening of the activities of the vital functions of the
body arising from a lack of blood supply. It may accompany injuries, severe pain, or sudden
illness. The severity of the shock depends upon the nature and extent of the injury or other
cause and may vary from a feeling of faintness even to death, and is associated with many
conditions and injuries.
Causes:Severe Bleeding
External, for example, from an artery or ruptured varicose vein.
Internal, for example, into the abdomen, the chest cavity or the tissues surrounding the
broken bone of a limb.
Loss Of Plasma From The Circulation
Burns; crush injuries.
Heart Failure
Acute heart attacks.
Acute Abdominal Emergencies
Perforation of the stomach, ruptured appendix.
Loss Of Body Fluid
Recurrent vomiting (sea-sickness, intestinal obstruction) or severe diarrhoea (acute gastroenteritis, dysentery, cholera).
Nerve Stimulation
Nerve shock is caused by sensory nerve stimulation, usually, but not always, painful.
Signs and symptoms
1. Casualty will become extremely pale.
2. His skin cold and clammy with profuse sweating.
3. He may feel faint or giddy or have blurring of vision.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

He may feel sick and may vomit.
He may complain of thirst.
He may be very anxious.
His consciousness may be clouded.
His pulse increases in rate; tending to become weak and thready.
His breathing is shallow and rapid.

Treatment
1. Lay casualty down and deal with the injury or underlying cause of the shock.
2. Waste no time, get the casualty to hospital, his life may depend upon immediate blood
transfusion and other hospital treatment.
3. Keep his head low and turned to one side with the lower limbs raised when possible.
or if there is an injury to his head, chest or abdomen, the shoulders should be raised
slightly and supported, with his head turned to one side.
4. If vomiting seems likely or if he is unconscious, place him carefully in the recovery
position.
5. Loosen clothing at the neck, chest and waist.
6. If the casualty complains of thirst, moisten his lips with water.
7. Protect him when necessary with a blanket or sheet.
8. Keep frequent records of the pulse and respiration rates if removal to hospital is likely to
be delayed.
Do not give the casualty anything to drink.
Do not move him unnecessarily. Leaving the casualty in the position found frequently
outweighs the benefits of any other action. The more serious the injury, the more important
it is not to move the casualty more than is necessary.
Electric Shock
This is the result of the passage of an electrical current
through the body. The immediate effect may be extremely severe and cause irregular
quivering or tremor of muscles of the heart (fibrillation) or stop its action with cessation of
breathing.
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High Voltage Injuries
Electrical current up to 400,000 volts from overhead electric cables, conductor rails or
electric railways and some industrial currents.
Contacts with electric currents of such high voltage may be immediately fatal, or cause
some serious injury, including severe burns. Sudden muscle spasm may throw the casualty
with some force away from the point of contact and further injuries, such as broken bones,
may result. If this occurs, the casualty should be treated in accordance with the priorities of
his injuries. When spasm affects the muscles of the chest, asphyxia may result. Should the
casualty remain in contact with, or in close proximity to, such a high voltage electric
current, no attempt at rescue must be made.
Do not allow anyone within twenty yards. Get someone to contact the police.
No safe approach to render first aid can be made until you are absolutely sure that.
1. The cable or conductor rail is out of service.
2. It is isolated and earthed near the site of the accident, as it may at any moment, without
warning, be re-energised.
Insulating material such as dry wood, clothing etc. is not proof against these high voltages
which can jump a considerable gap, so also causing flash burns.
NEVER climb an electric pylon or pole in anticipation of rendering first aid.
Cranes and other tall objects sometimes foul overhead electric lines. If they remain in
contact with or in close proximity to the line, no approach should be made until it has been
established that it is safe to do so.
When you are officially informed that it is safe, render first aid.
Lightning Injury
Lightning may produce similar injuries to those of a high voltage electric current.
Instantaneous death may occur. On being struck by lightning, the casualty is stunned and
falls unconscious to the ground. There may be patches of scorching on the skin, burns being
deeper where a metallic object, such as a watch, has been carried close to the skin.
Clothing may set on fire.
Treatment
If necessary give artificial respiration; treat burns.
Low voltage injuries
Electrical current of low voltage from the domestic supply.
It should be realised that moisture and water conduct electricity, and accordingly it should
be carefully noted that when the switches are faulty and an attempt is to be made to carry
out the rescue of a person who is in contact with an electrical current, care must be taken to
avoid direct contact with the casualty, thus preventing injury to yourself.
Injury may stop the action of the heart and of breathing.
The local effect is a burn which is deeper than its size suggests.
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Action
Break the contact, switch the current off, remove the plug and wrench the cable free. If this
is impossible, stand on some dry insulating material and by means of dry wood, folded
newspaper or rubber, attempt to break the contact, for example, by pushing the casualty’s
limbs away. Do not touch the casualty with your hands.
Treatment
If necessary give artificial respiration; treat burns.
Electrical contact burns
These burns are normally found at those places of the body where the current entered and
left the body.
The effect of the passage of an electric current through the body may be extremely severe
and cause stoppage of breathing and heart action - requiring immediate treatment. Muscle
spasm may throw the casualty away from the point of contact and cause other injuries such
as broken bones.
The actual depth of the burn is likely to be greater than it appears with damage to
underlying tissues, although its area is relatively small.
If the casualty is not thrown clear, he may be fixed to the point of contact and receive
extremely severe local burns.
Lightning may produce effects similar to those of an electrical injury. Patches of scorching
may occur on the skin.
1. If necessary give emergency resuscitation.
2. Treat as a burn.
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Test 2. Demonstrate By Practical Exercise A Knowledge Of The 360° Of The Compass,
And Be Able To Take A Compass Bearing From A Map. Understand Magnetic
Deviation And Its Application. Be Able To Read And Understand The 1:50,000
And 1:25,000 Ordnance Survey Maps.
Compass
A compass is simply a device which points towards Magnetic North. On most maps there
are three different north points; magnetic, grid, and true north.
True North is a line which points towards the North Pole; it is a true geographical north, but
in using a map and compass it is not necessary to know where True North is.
Grid North is the direction given on a map by the vertical grid lines, it could also be called
‘map north’.
Magnetic Deviation.
Magnetic North is the direction in which a compass will point. This is caused by the
magnetic field of the earth. The North Magnetic Pole is in the north of Canada, but it does
not always remain in the same place, and so it is important to check the angle between
Magnetic North and Grid North. In other words, you must know the difference between the
north of your map and the north of your compass; this angle is called Magnetic Deviation. It
is different in every part of the world, and even in the same place it changes from year to
year. Fortunately, the Magnetic Deviation is given on each map; In Britain in 1993 Magnetic
North was about 5° to the west of Grid North, decreasing by about ½° over the next three
years. Wherever you are, in Britain, or anywhere else in the world, always check the local
Magnetic Deviation before using a map and compass.
A compass can, however, be upset by local magnetic field created by any nearby metal item;
so keep clear of railway lines, wire fences, reinforced concrete (for example , a trig. point),
watches, knives and other compasses when you are taking a bearing. This deflection from
its unaffected position plus the Magnetic Deviation is called the magnetic Variation.
A compass can be divided into 360 degrees or into 32 (or even 64) compass points; you
should be familiar with both systems.
There are many types of compasses, ranging from cheap pocket compasses up to army
prismatic types. However, a Scout needs one which is cheap but accurate, and the ‘Silva’ or
'Suunto' ranges are probably the best. They consist of a compass mounted, on a perspex
base which also acts as a protractor.
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The best ones for Scout use are:
Silva Type
Type 3NL
‘Explorer’ (non-luminous)
Type 3
‘Explorer’ (shown below)
Type 4
‘Orienteer’ (with roamer)
Type 5 ‘Scout’, is not recommended as the compass has an opaque base and is thus not
easy to use accurately.

Taking a Compass Bearing
1. The most common use for a map and compass is to give you a bearing to follow across
open country, especially at night, or in mist, or whenever there are no obvious
landmarks. They are also used in the sport of orienteering. The method is quite simple:
2. Locate your present position on the map, and also your destination. Place your ‘Silva’
compass parallel to this ‘line of travel’ on the map, with the arrow on the base of the
compass pointing in the direction you want to go.
3. Turn the compass housing so that the lines and the arrow in the housing are parallel to
the grid lines on the map pointing to north.
4. You then read the bearing by the arrow on the base, and add the magnetic deviation, see
magnetic deviation
5. You then take the compass from the map, and, holding the compass in front of you, turn
round until the magnetic needle lines up with the north point in the compass housing.
6. It is important to realise that you do not need to have the map pointing the right way, and
that you do not need to take any notice of the compass needle until you reach stage 4.
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Try this example on the Lake District Tourist Sheet: you are on Hesk Fell (175947) and you
want to walk to Worm Crag (194969). The bearing you get at stage 2 should be 41°, you
then add 5° (magnetic deviation) to get the final magnetic bearing of 46°. You know that
this is right, because you want to walk roughly north-east. If your final bearing had been
226°, for instance, you would have realised that it was wrong. This sort of error (setting off
in exactly the opposite direction to the one which you want) is the commonest, and can be
avoided by guessing the approximate answer before you start. Try another example: High
Seat (287181) to Middle Crag (288158), what is the bearing going to be roughly? The
answer is given below.
Map Reading
You are expected to be able to read and understand the 1:50,000 and 1:25,000 Ordnance
Survey maps; you must understand the scale, the contours and all the symbols which are
used.
You should be able to work out a hike route, measure its length, know how high you will
have to climb, and be able to describe the features you will see on the way. As an example,
we shall return to the walk from High Seat to Middle Crag given above; you should be able
to describe the route like this:
“Setting off on a magnetic bearing of 182°, we will walk down a gentle slope for about 800
metres (or about half a mile), descending from 608 metres to about 490 metres. We will
then walk for about 1500 metres (or almost a mile) over fairly flat ground, crossing first the
headwaters of Raise Gill on our right (the Pewits), and then the slight rise of High Tove on
our left. Here we cross a footpath (right of way) from Watendlath to Armboth. The first half
of the walk is on land owned by the National Trust, and the entire journey keeps very close
to the parish boundary.”
You must not just know all the various signs on a map, but you should be able to look at a
map and tell what kind of country there is. Plan imaginary journeys over hills and along
roads; what sort of walking or cycling is involved and what will you see on the way? You
might look at the maps for your home town, and see whether they are up-to-date or not!
Test 3. Be Able To Tie A Highwayman's Hitch, Fireman's Chair Knot, Bowline On A
Bight and Alpine Butterfly Knot. Explain Their Uses.
In Scouting for Boys Baden Powell said that “every Scout ought to be able to tie knots.
Very often it may happen that lives depend on knots being properly tied. The best way to
learn is to get a fellow who knows to show you. Use pieces of rope or cord, and not messy
bits of string.”
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Highwayman’s Hitch
This is a quick release knot; the story goes that Dick Turpin used this knot to secure his
horse, Black Bess, and he had only to pull the free end to make a quick getaway. Despite
this, the standing part will take a great deal of strain until the end is pulled. To tie this hitch,
first pass a loop behind a spar. Then take a loop from the standing part and pass it in front of
the spar and through the first loop, lastly repeating this process from the free end.

Fireman’s Chair Knot
This is a double loop knot made in the middle of a rope for lowering an injured person from
a height; one end is used to lower the person whilst the other is used from below to control
the direction of descent. This is an emergency knot, and so you should be able to tie it
quickly, even though you will not have to tie it often.
To tie this knot make two overlapping loops in the middle of the rope, and pull the
overlapping portion of each loop through the other loop. At this stage you adjust the loops to
fit the person being rescued, the loops going under the arms and knees. Finally you secure
the knot by putting a half hitch over each loop.
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Bowline on a Bight
This knot forms two loops and is a reliable rescue knot. It is also useful as a sling for
hauling or supporting an object. Although most of this knot is made with a doubled rope, the
bight itself is only single. This must be passed over the entire knot in order to complete it.
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Alpine Butterfly
This is generally thought to be the best of all the non-slip loop knots. It is a middle-man’s
knot for climbers and can be pulled from either direction without slipping or closing up. It is
worn around the chest.
There are many other knots apart from the few you have learnt; perhaps you can find out
about some other useful knots, and try to tie them. A few of the most useful ones are given
below:
Carrick Bend, Fisherman’s Bend, Rolling Hitch, Triple Bowline, Catspar, Harvester’s Hitch,
Marlinespike Hitch, Blackwall Hitch, Guyline Hitch.
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Test 4. Be Able To Estimate Height And Distance With Improvised Apparatus.
Estimation is a form of guesswork which becomes more accurate as you practice it.
Estimation can be great fun, especially if you have a competition in your patrol or troop to
see who can get nearest to the correct height or distance of an object. Estimation is
important; for example when you arrive at a campsite, you must estimate where you can put
all the various parts of your camp, and whether there is enough room.
Your body is very useful in estimation, and so you should know how tall you are, how big
your finger span is, the distance from one fingertip to the other with both arms outstretched,
the length of your shoes, and how long your stride or pace is. Remember that these
measurements will change as you grow older. Your scout staff is also marked off as a
measuring rod.
Distance
For short distances you can pace out the distance ; for example if you know that your pace
is 70cm, and the distance you are measuring takes 100 paces, then it is in fact 70 metres. If
you have run a 100 metre race then you should remember how far away the finishing line
looks. For longer distances more guesswork is involved, but you should try estimating how
far away landmarks are when you get out in the country, and then checking the actual
distance on the map.
If you want to measure a fairly short distance , and you cannot pace it out because an
obstacle is in the way, then you have to resort to other methods; for instance you may want
to know the width of a river over which you are going to build a bridge. This is very simple
geometry, and it means that you don’t have to get your feet wet!
First choose a tree or bush on the far side of the river, and set up a staff at point A, exactly
opposite on your side of the river. Then walk along the river for any number of paces (let’s
say 10), and then set up another staff (staff B); here it is important that you walk at right
angles (90°) to your line across the river. Now continue walking in the same direction for
the same number of paces (in this case 10 again) and then set up staff C. Now you turn and
walk away from the river (at right angles again) until staff B is directly in front of the tree
on the opposite bank. If you measure the distance from here (D) back to staff C, it will be
exactly the same as the distance across the river from staff A to the tree. This is because you
have created two triangles on the ground which are exactly alike; that is why it is important
to have the same number of paces from A to B as from B to C, and also why you must have
the two right angles.
Having done all that, you can then go and have some more fun by wading across the river to
check your answer!
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Height
Start by estimating small objects such as tables, windows, doors and walls before turning to
trees, flagpoles and buildings.
There are many methods of estimating the height of tall objects, and three of them are given
here; let’s assume that we are trying to estimate the height of a tree.
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Take a stick and go back from the tree you are measuring. Stretch out your arm and hold the
stick upright. Now close one eye and move your arm until the top of the stick is in line with
the top of the tree. Next move your hand down the stick so that your thumb is in line with
the bottom of the tree. Now turn the stick so that it is horizontal, keeping your thumb in line
with the bottom of the tree. Get another scout to stand in line with the tree so that
he appears to be at the other end of your stick. The distance from him to the tree is the same
as the height of the tree, and so all you have to do is to measure that distance along the
ground.
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One-in-Ten Method
Walk back ten paces from the tree, and set up a scout staff at the ninth pace. If you are still
too near then multiply the number of paces (for example, 20 paces back with the staff at 18,
or 100 back with the staff at 90). Now lie down, and with one eye as close to the ground as
possible at the tenth pace, measure the apparent height of the tree on the staff. You then
multiply this measurement by ten to give the height of the tree; so if the tree seems to be one
metre high on your staff, it is actually ten metres high.

Proportion Method
Measure a known height at the bottom of the tree; say your own height, or two metres if you
have a tape measure. Now take a stick as in the tree-felling method, and see how many
times the distance from the ground to your measured mark.
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It would be interesting to see whether all three methods give the same result! Perhaps you
will finally climb up the tree with a rope to measure it exactly ... having obtained permission
to climb the tree first.
To pass the test you should be within 10% of the actual distance or height, for example if the
actual height of a tree is 20 metres, then your estimate must be within 2 metres of that (that
is, between 18 and 22 metres).
There is no need to stop at distances and heights; why not try estimating weights, or time?
Test 5. Explain The Service That Plant Life Renders To The Human Race, And Why It
Should Be Preserved. Know The Country Code.
Plants perform one of the basic steps in life when they use the sun’s energy to take in carbon
dioxide from the air. By this, and by taking up certain minerals from the soil, they grow.
Almost everything we eat depends upon the growth of plants. By eating fruit and vegetables
we are transferring the energy and materials captured by the plants to our own bodies. When
we eat meat we are consuming the energy of plants at ‘second hand’. The energy in a steak
or chop was once contained in a field of grass before the sheep or cow ate it.
Soils, plants and animals exist together in a carefully balanced state which has developed
gradually over millions of years. Within the last few hundred years, and in particular within
this century, this state has been upset drastically by man’s activities. Burning of vegetation,
particularly in tropical countries, is a good example of this upset. If you examine a hillside
burned of vegetation, even in Britain, it is easy to see how the rain washes the topsoil away.
The plants which normally hold the soil in position have been destroyed and the soil ends up
in the ocean. Man’s effects on nature in industrialised countries like Britain take a different
form. Plants and animals can be destroyed by the presence of too many people and of
industrial waste products. Many rivers, which could supply fish for food, are unfit for plant
and animal life because of the harmful chemicals which have been dumped into them from
factories and from our own sewage. Many trees and birds cannot live near to our cities
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because of the poisonous air. While the harm done in the recent past will never be
completely repaired it is possible for us to help prevent any further damage to our country. It
is the duty of everyone to understand and respect the importance of maintaining the natural
balance of soils, plants and animals for the future well being of ourselves and other forms of
life. The country code indicates some of the things that Scouts as individuals can do to help
to preserve the beauty of nature.
Scouting is an outdoor activity, and so the Country Code is especially important to you.
The Country Code
1. Guard against all risk of fire.
2. Fasten all gates.
3. Keep dogs under proper control.
4. Keep to paths across farm land.
5. Avoid damaging fences, hedges and walls.
6. Leave no litter.
7. Safeguard water supplies.
8. Protect wildlife, wild plants and trees.
9. Respect the life of the countryside.
10. Go carefully on country roads.
There are a few special things which Scouts should try to do in the country:
1. Keep off fields of standing crops.
2. Keep off trees unless you have permission to climb them.
3. Never damage living trees.
4. Only collect dead wood for fires.
5. Remove turf before lighting a fire, and replace it afterwards.
6. Keep quiet after sunset near farms and houses.
As a Scout you will be out in the countryside a good deal, and as well as following the
Country Code you should encourage others to follow it, and try to make amends where
others have broken the Code.
Test 6. Be Able To Make The Following Splices: Back Splice, Eye Splice, Short Splice.
A splice is used instead of a whipping to stop the end of a rope from fraying or unlaying. It
is more durable than a whipping, but it increases the diameter of the rope so that it may not
pass through a block; in the British Navy it is known as the ‘lazy man’s whipping’ because it
is usually employed when there is no whipping twine available.
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Back Splice
The back splice begins with a crown knot which is made by unlaying the rope for about ten
times its diameter, and then passing each strand under the one next to it, working round with
the lay of the rope and then pulling all the strands tight.
Next take one of the ends and pass it over the strand of the lay on which it rests and tuck it
under the next one. Now do the same with the other two ends, pulling the splice tight each
time. After these first tucks the ends can be thinned out by one third if a neater and slimmer
splice is required. Three complete sets of tucks are made, and any extra rope is then cut off
and the splice rolled under foot.

Eye Splice
This is an eye or loop in the end of a rope, and is often used on the halyard for raising a flag.
Begin by unlaying the rope as for a back splice, and place the three ends on the standing
part. The middle end is tucked under a strand against the lay. Now tuck the end nearest the
loop through the lay next to the first tuck, and then turn the rope over and tuck the
remaining end under the strand which has not so far been used. Make sure that all the ends
are tucked under against the lay of the rope; that is, over one strand and under the next.
Continue the splice for three complete tucks, thinning out the rope if desired.

Short Splice
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This splice is used to join together two ropes which will not have to pass through a small
block. It is the best way to join ropes together end-to-end, and is much stronger than any

knot or bend.
Unlay the two ropes and ‘marry’ them together so that the strands of one rope go
alternatively between the strands of the other; you should unlay the rope for about five times
its diameter. Next tuck a strand of one rope under and against the lay of the other rope, then
tuck in the other two strands, and repeat the tucking process on the other rope. Tighten the
splice, and then tuck in all six ends twice more, thinning the strands if desired. To finish off,
roll the splice on the floor with your foot.
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Test 7. Have Camped, As A Scout, For A Minimum Of 25 Nights, At Least Five Of
Which Must Be Continuous. Make A List Of Personal Equipment For Both A
Hike Camp And A Standing Camp Of A Least Five Nights Duration. Plan A
Menu For A Weekend Patrol Camp And Give Quantities Required. Supervise
And Assist In The Pitching, Striking, And Packing Of A Patrol Tent. Know What
To Look For In Choosing A Campsite.
Personal Equipment
When considering which items to include, it is important to understand fully the difference
between a hike camp and a standing camp.
A hike camp involves hiking from one site to another, often over many miles of rough
country, and as all your equipment has to be carried with you it is essential that your
personal equipment is kept to an absolute minimum. Every opportunity should be taken to
cut down on weight; you should use a lightweight rucksack for a start, and do not take a
bath towel if a hand towel will do. Further savings in weight can be made by using
dehydrated food instead of canned food, and cooking on wood fires instead of stoves.
A standing camp gives you much greater choice of equipment, for once you have reached
your campsite you will not have to carry it around until you leave.
Compiling your lists is best done by writing down everything you will need for a standing
camp of five nights duration. Put down items under the headings of sleeping, washing(!),
eating, spare clothing, and miscellaneous. In this last category include things like wet
weather gear, sewing and shoe cleaning kit, swimming costume, torch, and so on; in fact
any useful items at all.
When this first list is complete you can use it to prepare your hike camp list by crossing off
everything that is not absolutely essential. So you will dispense with most of the
miscellaneous items, and various articles of spare clothing. Now look very carefully at what
is left, and ask yourself such questions as “do I really need pyjamas and a blanket?”, “do I
need a table knife when I wear a sheath knife?”. When you get really down to it there are a
lot of things that can be eliminated......so cross them off! Whatever items survive this blitz
constitute your hike camp list. Remember, the most important factor in your hike camp list
is weight; keep it down.
When packing your kit, remember to pack first the things you will be least likely to need.
This means that anything you may want in a hurry such as rainwear will be easy to get at. If
your rucksack has pockets, then use them for rainwear, maps, compass, whistle, torch, and
anything which should be kept away from food and clothes, such as paraffin for your stove.
It is always advisable to pack your clothes and food in polythene bags, especially on a hike
camp, so that damp towels and clothes can be kept separate.
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Menu for a weekend camp
When planning the menu for a weekend camp you need not worry too much about getting
the right amount of vitamins and so on; the important thing is to ensure that the menu is
varied, and has enough energy giving foods for your active weekend. Here are a few
guidelines for your menu:
1. Keep within an agreed amount of money; buy the basics first, and then the treats if any
money is left.
2. Make sure the food can be cooked on the type of cooking apparatus being used; it’s no
good planning a four course dinner if you only have one stove.
3. Don’t forget that we all have our likes and dislikes, so check your patrol’s fads, and
concentrate on the things you all like.
4. If you are backpacking, be sure the food will travel easily, and is not too heavy; eggs and
tins are no use at all. If it is summer, then remember that some food will perish rapidly.
5. Make sure you have enough food; if you are having a very active weekend you will need
4,000 calories a day.
Quantities can be a bit of a problem, though most dried convenience foods have the number
of servings marked on the packet.
Milk:
Bread:
Fresh meat:
Sausage:
Bacon:
Soup:
Potatoes:
Vegetables:
Tomatoes:
Apples:
Porridge:
Cheese:
Sugar:
Tea and
Coffee:
Butter:

at least 250ml per person per day (fresh or powdered)
about 22 thin slices to a loaf (or use biscuits to save space)
at least 100g. per person per meal
18 thick, or 26-36 thin per kg.
ask for the exact number of rashers you need; about 18 to the kg.
allow 300ml per person. With bread it makes a good supper
about 200g. per head per meal
at least 100g. per person per meal
about 18 to the kg.
about 8 to the kg.
this can be measured out into plastic bags before you leave; one bag for
each meal
about 100g. per head if used in a main meal instead of meat
Take plenty; it is a good source of energy
Work out how much you need
Margarine will keep better in summer

For lunches when you are on the move don’t overlook chocolate, Mars bars, mixed dried
fruit, fruit juices, cake, and cheese.
Finally don’t forget the salt and pepper, sauce, and how about some washing-up liquid?
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Choose a Campsite
If your camp is a hike camp your requirements will be quite different to those for a weekend
camp, and vastly different to those for a full week’s camp. The one basic essential is
drinking water which must be within ½ km. of any campsite, and for a long camp your fuel
and provisions should be fairly close at hand. On many official sites food can be ordered in
advance through the Camp Warden whilst on unofficial sites the site owner can very often
put you in contact with the local provision merchant who may very well deliver it to the site
for you. It is always advisable to visit the site personally before hand to ensure that you will
be allowed to use the site on the date chosen. This is not a necessity for a hike camp.
The type of soil that you camp on is quite important although there is not a great deal you
can do about it. Clay will cause flooding when it rains, sandy soil will not hold tent pegs
when a wind blows and rocky ground is hard to sleep on. There are however ways of getting
round these soil problems; trenches can be cut in clay, tents can be double pegged in sandy
ground, and straw or a lilo can be used on rocky ground.
The camp site should be equipped with facilities to fit in with your camp programme i.e.
canoeing requires a lake or river, a wide game will require more than an open field and a
bridge building project requires something to build a bridge over. The site should be large
enough for the party; a troop camp site will require considerably more space than two scouts
with a two man tent. Added attractions to the site may be permanent washing and toilet
facilities although you can always wash in a stream (with permission) and you can always
build your own latrines. A storm hut could be useful in an emergency and an adult on site
such as a Camp Warden will be most useful in the event of an accident. In any case you
should find out the whereabouts of the nearest telephone and the telephone number of the
local doctor.
If the site is private, so much the better, for there will be less chance of your tents being
vandalised. On the other hand the site should be accessible to whatever mode of
transportation you are proposing to use and the quantity of equipment you are proposing to
take. Open ground for games such as football and wooded ground for wide games will
provide facilities for many scouting activities. The trees will also provide a wind or weather
break in times of inclement weather. Scenery is also important; a view across open fields to
the mountains in the distance is far more pleasant than the view from your tent of a local
power station or coal mine. A lake, stream or river will provide many hours of entertainment
for Scouts in camp but always remember the rules associated with sailing and bathing.
Finally the cost of camping at that site must always be taken into consideration. The most
perfect site in the world will be no use to your troop or patrol if the cost of reaching or
camping on the site is extortionate.
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Test 8. Be Able To Point Out And Name 12 British Trees And 6 British Birds.
There are many good books available on these subjects which will give you much more
information than space allows here; your troop library should be useful, and the local public
library may also be able to help. The Observer’s series of books are the best value on both
these subjects if you want to buy your own; they are also small enough to take out into the
field. Your local public park will have a wide variety of trees and birds, though you may
well take this test whilst you are at camp.
You have already learnt six trees for Second Class; why not learn to recognise twelve
entirely new trees for this test? You should also learn to recognise trees in winter. Look
again at the Second Class test.
Test 9. Be Able To Demonstrate The Correct Method Of Carrying And Using A Felling
Axe. Know The Safety Rules Involved. Be Able To Sharpen And Care For Your
Axe. Use A Felling Axe To Log Up Light Timber.
The felling axe is a larger version of the hand axe which you learnt to use in Second Class;
the same rules about axemanship and safety apply also to the felling axe. This axe is not
only much larger than the hand axe, it is also much heavier (usually between 2 and 3kg.),
and it is a very dangerous piece of equipment; it can cut down trees very easily, and it can
also do great damage to whoever is using it, or even to someone watching it being used. So
never try to practice using the felling axe without supervision, and never fool around with
it.
First you must read all the rules of axemanship given in Second Class (Test 4); most of these
rules apply to the felling axe. In particular remember to clear away any branches or bushes
around or above you that might interfere with your stroke. Don’t allow anyone within three
axe-lengths (an axe-length is the length of the axe, plus the length of your arm). Stop as
soon as you begin to feel tired.
The main difference between this axe and the hand axe is the method of use. The felling axe
requires both hands, and so the wood to be chopped must not be able to move about. Stand
about an axe-length from the timber which you are about to ‘log-up’, having your feet apart
and well out of the way of the axe. At the start of the stroke your hands should be far apart,
your left hand gripping the end of the haft firmly all the time, whilst your right hand lifts the
axe at the start of the stroke. The axe should complete almost a full circle before hitting the
log, and by the time the axe is on its way down your right hand should be sliding down the
haft to meet the left hand well before the end of the stroke. All these instructions are done
with the opposite hands if you are left handed. By the time the axe hits the wood, you
should be leaning forwards so that even if you miss the log the axe cannot hit you instead.
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Keep your eyes on the log all the time, and make the usual V-shaped notch. When you are
half way through the log, roll it over and start again from the other side. When trimming
smaller branches remember to trim towards the top of the tree so as to avoid splitting the
log, or jamming your axe.
A felling axe is carried in exactly the same way as a hand axe, with the head held firmly in
the hand, pointing forwards, and the haft pointing upwards.
If you are felling a tree, make a first box cut on the leaning side of the tree, which is usually
the side on which you want the tree to fall. This cut should be as near the ground as
possible. A second box cut is then made on the opposite side slightly higher up. Remember
to stand well clear and to shout ‘ Timber-r-r!’ as the tree falls.
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Test 10. Know And Demonstrate How To Deal With The Following Emergencies: Fire,
Drowning, Ice-Breaking, Electric Shock, Road Accidents.
The first action to take in most emergencies is to summon help from the police, ambulance,
fire brigade, or even coastguard, lifeboat, cave or mountain rescue. You should always know
where the nearest telephone is in your home area, and keep an eye open for them in the
country; most rural phone boxes are marked on Ordnance Survey maps, but remember that
the nearest phone may be in a house or shop. Your first priority in an emergency is to
summon help.
Fire
Warn the inhabitants and summon help first. Then you should try to contain the fire by
cutting off the supply of air (keeping doors closed), or by using water or extinguishers. Do
not use water or soda acid extinguishers on electric, fat, oil or petrol fires; instead use
powder or foam extinguishers, or sand. If you have to enter a smoke-filled room, cover your
mouth and nose with a wet cloth, and crawl with your face near the floor. You can drag an
unconscious person along the floor, or use the fireman’s lift if there is no smoke.
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In a smoke-filled building, remember your route, and close all doors behind you.
If someone’s clothes are on fire, them either smother the flames with a blanket, coat, curtain
or sack, or roll them over and over until the flames are out, and then treat for shock and
burns.
For fires outside, use beaters and water to contain a grass fire; branches and sacks can also
be used. A forest fire, though, is completely beyond your capabilities.
The best possible training for dealing with all aspects of fires is to take the Fire-fighter
proficiency badge
Drowning
Rescuing a drowning person can only be learnt by practise, but a few points should be kept
in mind. The first job is to get the drowning person out of the water, and this may involve
throwing a line or lifebelt, forming a human chain in the water, or actually swimming out
yourself and putting one of the lifesaving sequences into operation. If this is necessary, take
off as many clothes as possible, especially boots, and jump into the water, do not dive.
Approach the victim from behind, so that if he panics he will not take you down with him.
You can then push him to shore.
If he has already stopped breathing, use mouth-to-mouth resuscitation in the water ........ you
must not lose any time. Once the victim is ashore you can again apply resuscitation if
necessary (First Class, Test 1). Keep the patient warm, and wait for the ambulance.
Ice-Breaking
If someone has fallen through ice, the main problem is to avoid falling in yourself during
the rescue. Speed is important because the victim may freeze or drown. If possible use a
rope, pole or branch to drag him out, or use a ladder or plank to crawl out yourself on the
ice, thus spreading your weight more evenly across the ice.
Electric Shock
The first thing to do is to switch off the current, but if this cannot be done you must insulate
yourself by standing on dry glass, wood, paper, rubber, or cloth, and then pull the victim
clear by his clothing, or pushing him with a piece of wood. The first aid treatment was given
in First Class Test 1.
Road Accident
First, turn off the engines, and then wait for the emergency services. Only move an injured
person from a vehicle if there is a danger of fire or fumes; road accidents usually result in
internal injuries, and so moving a victim could be very dangerous. Perhaps you would be
able to assist with crowd or traffic control until the police arrive.
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Test 11. Go On A 24 Hour Hike Alone Or With Another Scout, Covering At Least
25km. During The Journey Carry Out Instructions Set By The Examiner. Find A
Campsite For The Night. At The End Of The Journey, Produce A Complete Log
Giving Routes, Distances, Weather Conditions, Places Of Interest, And Tasks Set
By The Examiner. Menus Must Be Shown. Meet The Examiner After The
Journey To Present The Log And Discuss The Journey. Scouts Should Be
Encouraged To Plan Their Own Routes, Which Must Be Over Unfamiliar
Ground And Meet With The Approval Of The Examiner. If Preferred However,
The Route May Be Set By The Examiner, Who Will Be A Person Nominated By
The Gsm And Approved By The Hq Commissioner (Scouts).
This is the most important test in the First Class, because you will need to put into practice
all the knowledge and skills you have learnt in Scouting.
The choice of route is yours, and it forms part of the test. You must plan your hike through
country you have not visited before, and submit it to the examiner for approval. Use an
Ordnance Survey map of the area you intend to visit, and work out the most interesting
route you can see; remember that you have to spend one night under canvas, and so pick a
suitable campsite along your route.
To get to your chosen area will involve travelling by bus or train; getting someone to drive
you there is cheating! Check the timetables in advance for both outward and return
journeys, and remember that many country towns and villages do not have public transport
services on Sundays.
As you will have to carry all your equipment and food, this too has to be planned carefully.
On your actual hike you will need your camping and cooking skills, and perhaps your
knowledge of First Aid, knotting, estimation, and who knows what else? Make sure you
really do know all your testwork before you set out.
Your report should be submitted to the examiner within a week of the hike, and should
contain all the points of interest on your journey. The most important step to take is to make
a lot of notes as you are going along; enter the time that you reach each place, and the
distances you have covered; if you are walking across open country, then write down your
bearing, and whether or not you ended up in the right place. Map references should also be
used. Don’t forget to enter the weather, and perhaps a few sketches, even if you are not very
good at drawing.
Lastly, remember that you are a Scout, and that as you are hiking in uniform you will be in
the public eye, even when you are not on a road; people will judge the FSE by what they see
of you.
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Test 12. Re-Pass Second Class, And Have A Knowledge Of The Aims Of The Fse.
You will find that re-passing the Second Class tests is not too difficult, because the First
Class tests are based on them, and you have to know them to pass the First class tests
anyway. Your Scoutmaster will probably ask you a few basic questions about each test.
The aims of the FSE as stated in our Constitution are to encourage good citizenship and to
provide a service to the community. More than that, we try to achieve these aims not just in
Britain, but in co-operation with our brother Scouts in Europe. Another way of saying this is
that the FSE is trying to encourage the physical, moral, and spiritual development of young
people throughout Europe, so that, through Baden-Powell’s Scouting methods, we can be of
benefit to all people in Europe, and indeed to all people in the world. By encouraging
international Scout events and co-operation, we hope to further the growth of a real
European spirit.
Physical development includes most of Scouting’s outdoor activities; B.P. once said that the
most important three letters in ‘SCOUTING’ were ‘OUT’, and that is where the best
scouting is done. Moral development is easily achieved by following the Scout Law, and in
particular the so-called eleventh law which is ‘A Scout is not a fool’; if you follow the Scout
Law you should always know what is right and what is wrong. Spiritual development is
encouraged by such activities as ‘Scouts’ Owns’ and closing prayers at the end of a meeting,
though you are expected to attend church regularly as well.
These are the aims of the FSE; before you finish your First Class tests, think about how well
you are achieving these aims and how you can help younger Scouts to achieve them.
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ALTERNATIVE TESTS
Subject to the recommendation of the G.S.M. and with the approval of the H.Q.
Commissioner (Scouts) a Scout, who for any genuine reason is unable to complete a
stipulated test, may take an alternative test which will be set by the H.Q. Commissioner
(Scouts) after consultation with the G.S.M.

AFTER FIRST CLASS
The Scout Cord (Scout green cord)
1. Hold the First Class badge.
2. Hold any five scout proficiency badges.
The Explorer Cord (Scout green and old gold cord)
Hold the First Class badge.
Hold the Venturer badge.
Hold three of the following badges: Astronomer, Backwoodsman, Boatswain, Camper,
Canoeist, Caver, Diver, Forester, Hiker, Meteorologist, Naturalist, Pioneer, Rock Climber,
Tracker.
Participate in Group activities to the Group Scoutmaster’s satisfaction.
The Baden-Powell Award
Hold the Explorer Cord.
Hold the Ambulance badge.
Hold four other Public Service badges.
Set an example in your Scout life, and have an adult appreciation of the Scout Law and
Promise, and Scouting principles.
Attend and take an active part in, a camp of at least one week’s duration with Scouts from a
member country of the C.E.S. other than Great Britain.
Have an interview with the National Commissioner, or his nominee.
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PROFICIENCY BADGES

AMBULANCE

Qualify for one of the following:
1.The essentials of First Aid Certificate of the St. John Ambulance Association.
2.The Junior Certificate of the St. Andrew’s Ambulance Association.
3.The Youth First Aid Certificate of the British Red Cross Society.

ANGLER

1. Catch, prepare and cook a fish.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have a knowledge of the fish that frequent the waters usually fished.
Know the rules concerning the “Close Season” and the size of fish to be taken.
Demonstrate how to fit up a rod and line. Demonstrate casting.
Know the size of hook desirable for different fish, and have a knowledge of different
baits. Demonstrate how to use landing and keep nets.
6. Make a float, plug or fly.
7. Know the dangers of wading, and the precautions necessary.
8. Keep a log of angling experiences over a period of one season.
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ARTIST

1. Paint or draw an illustration of a scene from a story
selected by the examiner.
2. Paint or draw a person from life, or a still life subject.
3. Paint or draw a landscape set by, or known to, the examiner.
4. Keep a sketch-book for six months.
5. Produce at the examination some other work of art you have made from the following
list: woodwork, model-making, carving, brass rubbing, collage, stained glass, pottery.
Other types of art at the discretion of the examiner.

ASTRONOMER

1. Demonstrate with the aid of models or diagrams a good knowledge of the universe, stars
and planets and their apparent movement.
2. Know the chief stars and constellations visible in your latitude, and understand how to
define the position of any star at a given time.
3. Be able to tell the time by stars.
4. Know what is meant by magnitude, the galactic system, star clusters, radio stars.
5. Describe the life history of a star.
6. Make a simple model to illustrate some features of the solar system.
7. Have a knowledge of the instruments used at observatories, and know at least two of the
principle observatories in the world and the work carried out there.
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ATHLETE

Compete in any three events (two track and one field or vice versa) and gain points as
indicated on the scoring chart which appears opposite.

Minimum points total for award of badge:

Age
Under 11
Under 12
Under 13
Under 14
Under 15
Under 16

Points
8
9
10
12
13
14

100
200
400
800
1500 High Long Shot Discus Cricket
Points Metre Metre Metre Metre Metre Jump Jump
Sec.
Sec.
Sec. Min. Min. Metre Metre Metre Metre
Metre
10 10.7
22.1
49.2
1.52
3.52
1.91
6.90 15.6 51.00
9 11.2
23.1
51.8
2.02
4.12
1.81
6.30 13.6 42.75
8 11.7
24.3
55.4
2.12
4.32
1.71
5.67 11.6 35.25
7 12.6
26.5
59.5
2.22
4.55
1.56
5.00 9.7 28.50
57.00
6 13.6
29.5
64.5
2.36
5.20
1.36
4.50 8.2 23.50
47.00
5 14.6
32.5
69.5
2.56
5.45
1.18
4.00 6.8 19.10
40.00
4 15.6
36.6
74.5
3.16
6.10
1.08
3.50 5.8 16.10
35.00
3 16.6
38.6
84.0
3.36
6.44
0.98
3.16 4.8 13.10
30.00
2 17.6
39.5
94.0
3.56
7.24
0.88
2.83 3.8
9.00
25.00
1 18.6
40.6 108.0
4.16
8.04
0.78
2.50
20.00
Notes:
1. A scout who has gained the Three Star Award of the Amateur Athletics Association
relevant to his age qualifies automatically for this badge.
2. Scoring tables for the Amateur Athletics Association Five Star Award Scheme relevant to
the physically handicapped can be obtained from the Amateur Athletics Association,
Edgbaston House, 3 Duchess Place, Hagley Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B16 8NM.
3. The recommended weights of the shot, discus and cricket ball are 4kg., 1kg. and
0.135kgs. respectively.
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BACKWOODSMAN

1. Make a satisfactory shelter for two people, using natural materials, and sleep in it, alone
or with another Scout, for at least one night.
2. Skin and cook (without utensils) a rabbit, or cook in clay a bird at least as large as a
pigeon, or clean and cook a fresh fish without utensils.
3. Demonstrate three of the following:
a) Improvise methods of moving injured persons having due regard to their safety and
comfort.
b) Climb a tree to a height of at least 6 metres from the ground, and lash on the
foundation spars of a look out post.
c) Row a boat, paddle a canoe or pole a punt for at least a kilometre.
d) Construct a sun dial or other gadget to find True North.
e) Demonstrate any method of purifying water, and straining muddy water.

BOATMAN

Gaining the Boatman badge shows that the holder is safe as a passenger or crew member in
a boat. The requirements are as follows:
1. Safety
Be able describe essential personal safety equipment, and know when it should be worn.
Know the dangers associated with motors, fuel, ropes, and other boat gear.
Know the importance of obeying instructions from the person in charge of the boat
without delay.
Be able to swim 50 metres.
2. Skills
Be able to row a small dingy single handed in a controlled manner.
3. General
Be able to identify the main different types of boat and know their means of propulsion.
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BOATSWAIN

Gaining the Boatswain badge shows that the holder is competent to take charge of a boat
with a crew in the particular boat types and waters used in gaining the badge. The
requirements are as follows:
1. Hold the Coxswain badge.
2. Gain two of the following awards:
British Canoe Union Proficiency
Royal Yacht Association Level 1 for Dinghy Sailing
Royal Yacht Association Level 1 for Power Boats
Royal Yacht Association Level 1 for Pulling Boats

CAMPER

1. Know what are the normal requirements for:a) Personal kit for a weekend camp.
b) Personal kit for a weeks camp.
c) The equipment, rations and menu for a weekend camp for a patrol of six.
2. Know what to look for when selecting a site for a camp of at least seven days duration in
respect of - siting of kitchen, latrines, wash place etc., the type of terrain to select and to
avoid. Prepare a plan of your proposed camp site.
3. Show how you would unpack, pitch, strike and repack a) A hike tent.
b) A patrol tent.
4. Show a good knowledge of the main points that lead to a high standard of camping.
5. Demonstrate the following knots and explain their uses - slip reef, double sheet bend,
figure of eight, bowline on the bight.
6. Describe how to build a camp latrine and describe the precautions that should govern its
use.
7. Have camped at least 35 nights, of which at least 5 must be consecutive.
8. Prepare a camp programme for a weekend camp of at least two patrols.
9. Show a knowledge of camp hygiene.
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CAMP-FIRE LEADER

1. Produce a working notebook of campfire songs, yells, stunts, sketches, and other items,
including an original opening, a patrol or troop yell, and an original parody on a wellknown tune.
2. Design and make a camp-fire blanket.
3. With the assistance of the examiner or another person, help lead at least two camp-fires.
Discuss the programme in advance with the examiner, construct the camp-fire using the
pyramid or cone method, and teach a new song and yell during the camp-fire. (If desired,
one of these camp-fires may be indoors, or with Wolf Cubs).
4. Discuss with the examiner the purpose of camp-fires, and how to write a programme with
special reference to ceremonial, discipline and yarns.

CAMPWARDEN

1. Pass, or have passed the Camper badge.
2. Have helped satisfactorily at a permanent scout campsite for not less than five weekends.
3. Camp for a weekend at each of two other permanent scout campsites and report on their
differences, advantages and disadvantages when compared to the site used for
requirement 2.
4. Pass, or have passed, test 7 of the 1st Class badge.
5. Explain, and where possible demonstrate methods used in camp for the following:a) The care of food.
b) The care of drinking water.
c) The care of all items of camp equipment, other than personal gear.
d) The disposal of waste including latrine contents.
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CANOEIST

1. Pass, or have passed, the scout Swimmer proficiency badge.
2. a) Know what clothing and equipment is necessary to ensure safety and comfort and how
to maintain it,
b) Know how to maintain and effect simple repairs to canoes.
c) Know what equipment should be carried on an expedition and the kit needed to
maintain it.
3. Pass, or have passed, the British Canoe Union’s One Star Award.
4. Have a knowledge of the rules governing local canoeing waterways.
5. Understand the dangers of Weil’s Disease and the precautions to be taken in avoiding it.

CAVER

All experience for this badge to be obtained in the presence of competent cavers.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Have attended four caving trips, one trip to be of three hours duration.
Be familiar with basic equipment - i.e. helmets, lighting, clothing, etc.
Have a knowledge of the caving code, and know how caves are formed.
During a caving trip be able to :- belay a wire ladder.
- Climb 6 metres of ladder on a dry pitch.
- Join two lengths of ladder together.
- Coil and handle ladders and ropes.
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CHILD NURSE

All tests apply to children between the ages of 3 - 5 years.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Know how a child should be clothed in summer and winter.
Know what food is suitable for him or her.
Know what types of play material should be used and which avoided and why.
Plan a day’s routine, recognising the importance of regular routine.
Know how to prevent accidents in the home.
Know how to take a child’s temperature.
Know how to wash a child and put it to bed.
Produce evidence to the examiner’s satisfaction of having looked after a child for part of
the day. This should include washing before meals, serving meals, supervising and taking
part in play.

COLLECTOR

1. Collect not less than 1000 stamps, 200 matchbox labels, railway tickets or postmarks, or
50 rock samples in good condition. (These quantities will serve as a guide to the required
size of other collections.)
2. Neatly mount and arrange your collection systematically.
3. Identify twelve examples shown by the examiner.
4. Explain what is meant by five out of eight terms chosen by the examiner.
Note: The collection is judged on its neatness and arrangement, and on the interest shown in
it.
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COOK

1. Discuss with the examiner camp hygiene as applied to camp cooking.
2. Know how to, and demonstrate four of the following:a) Peel or scrape potatoes.
b) Prepare brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, or spring greens for cooking.
c) Fry sausages, fish and chips.
d) Prepare a joint for cooking and bake it in a camp oven.
e) Prepare and cook Yorkshire Pudding.
f) Make tea, coffee and cocoa.
3. Know how to:a) Make a custard.
b) Prepare stewed fruit.
c) Make a jelly.
4. Play a leading part in the preparation of a three course meal in camp, to include two items
from (2) above, and one from (3) above. The third course to be a beverage.
5. Prepare all meals for a patrol for at least 24 hours and produce menus of what is
provided.
6. Have an idea of the quantities of the following items required for a patrol of six for a
weekend:a) Bread.
b) Milk.
c) Butter or margarine.
d) Sugar.
e) Tea
f) Potatoes.
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COXSWAIN

Gaining the Coxswain badge shows that the holder is a competent crew member in a boat.
The requirements are as follows:
1. Hold the Boatman badge.
2. Safety
Know the correct response to “Man Overboard”.
Know the principal weather hazards to be encountered in Coastal waters.
Know the principal Sea and River hazards.
Know the importance of maintaining a good lookout.
3. Skills: reach the required standard in three of the following boating skills
Attain the British Canoe Union 1 star in canoeing.
Attain a satisfactory standard as a member of a crew in a power boat.
Attain a satisfactory standard as a member of a crew in a sailing dinghy.
Attain a satisfactory standard as a member of a crew in a pulling boat.
4. General: demonstrate satisfactory knowledge of the following:
Use of a marine chart.
The International system of Buoyage.
The rules for avoidance of collisions at sea.

CYCLIST

1. Own a bicycle and satisfy the examiner that it is in good condition and complies with all
Road Traffic Regulations.
2. Satisfy the examiner that he can ride the cycle competently and comply with all
requirements of the Highway Code as applied to cyclists.
3. Demonstrate that he/she knows the routine maintenance necessary to keep the cycle in
good condition.
4. Show how to vary the height of the seat and handlebars and how to make cone
adjustments on the wheel.
5. Demonstrate mending a puncture and changing a wheel.
6. Have a knowledge of the road numbering system and demonstrate the ability to read a
road map. Show a knowledge of traffic signals, traffic lights and lighting up times.
7. Cycle a distance of not less than 15 km. carrying an oral message of not less than 20
words, to be repeated to the examiner at the end of the journey.
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SNORKELER

1. Swimming Test. All tests in this group to be taken without equipment.
a) Swim 200 metres free style (except backstroke) without a stop.
b) Swim 100 metres backstroke without a stop.
c) Swim 50 metres wearing 3kg. weight belt.
d) Float on back for 5 mins. (Hand and leg movements permitted.)
e) Tread water with hands above head for 1 minute.
f) Recover six objects from the deep end of a training pool (one dive per object).
Before examination in the requirements for groups 2 and 3, or training for them, you
must satisfy your Instructor that you know the dangers of anoxia, and of eardrum rupture
and are able to ‘clear ears’ by pressure equalisation through the eustachian tubes.
2. Snorkel Diving (First Group)
a) Sink basic equipment in deep end of training pool. Dive for each item in turn and fit at
the surface.
b) Fin 200 metres, surface diving every 25 metres (i.e. eight times).
c) Tow an adult 50 metres by a method which incorporates expired air resuscitation in the
water giving at least two or three breaths in this distance, land ‘body’ and continue
expired air resuscitation on the pool side. NB. Manual methods will not be used.
d) Perform three rolls forward, three rolls backward. (Breath may be taken between
rolls.)
e) Fin 15 metres under water.
f) Hold breath for 30 seconds under water.
3. Snorkel Diving (Second Group)
a) Fin 50 metres wearing 4.5kgs (10lbs) weight belt.
b) Release weight belt in deep end, remove mask.
c) Fin 50 metres face submerged, using snorkel tube and no mask.
d). Finish up at the deep end, replace mask, surface dive, recover and refit weight belt.
Give signal ‘I am O.K. - Proceeding’.
e) Fin further 50 metres wearing 4.5kgs (10lbs) weight belt.
Notes:
(i) The three groups of test must be taken in sequence, and the tests in each group taken at
one time in the sequence specified. Diving suits may be worn if buoyancy correction is
made before commencing the tests.
(ii) Tests in group 2 and 3 call for use of basic equipment, i.e. fins, mask and snorkel. Nose
clips should not be worn and the snorkel tube should be of the single bend open end type.
(iii) Holder of the British Sub Aqua Club Snorkeller Award qualify for this badge
automatically.
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EXPLORER

1. Plan and carry out an expedition for yourself and at least two other Scouts, preferably
members of your own patrol, of at least two days and one nights duration in country not
previously visited. All equipment to be carried in rucksacks, not to exceed 15kg. each. A
map of the journey must be produced.
2. Plan a project and submit it to the examiner for approval. Carry it out alone or with
another Scout to the satisfaction of the examiner. This project should consist of
exploration, (plotting footpaths, waterways, etc.), in an area one mile radius of a given
point.
3. Complete a journey with a companion of at least 5km. duration on compass bearings
only. A map may be used.
4. Using a plane table produce a plan of an area of the Scout’s choice.

FIREFIGHTER

1. Have a knowledge of the history, tradition and organisation of
the local fire brigade. Know its ranks, and how it works (a) locally,
(b) in other parts of the country.
2. Know where and how to call the Fire Brigade. Know what happens from the time the call
is accepted by the Fire Brigade until the appliance arrives.
3. Know what you can do pending the arrival of the Fire Brigade.
4. Have an elementary knowledge of the theory of combustion and the triangle of fire.
5. Have a knowledge of the methods of extinguishing a fire.
6. Understand the dangers involved and the precautions necessary in handling - oil lamps,
oil heaters, tilley lamps, pressure stoves, airing linen, decorations, electrical wiring,
switches and fuses.
7. Know how to use - a stirrup pump, a hose reel, soda acid and foam extinguishers and the
BCF extinguisher. Know the types of fires on which these are used.
8. Be proficient in making the fireman’s chair knot.
9. Know the dangers, and understand the precautions necessary in the home and Troop HQ
relating to - domestic heating, cleaning materials, petrol and paraffin, coal fires,
electricity and electrical equipment, fuses and meters, storage of materials, fireworks,
candles, bonfires, smoking materials and doors and windows. Demonstrate the fireman’s
lift.
10.Following a visit to a fire station answer questions on the working of a fire station and
the equipment carried on various appliances.
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FORESTER

1. Be able to identify both in summer and winter at least 20 varieties of trees. Know their
uses as timber and fuel, and be able to point them out from a distance.
2. Have a general knowledge of how a tree grows, breathes, and makes timber.
3. Know the dangers which threaten trees i.e. pests, diseases, animals, fire, snow, frosts.
Discuss preparations that may be taken against these.
4. Successfully transplant a young tree.
5. Have passed the first class tests in axemanship.
6. Understand the necessity for laying down new forests.

GARDENER

1. Cultivate for 12 months a piece of ground not less than 10 sq. m., plant and grow
successfully six kinds of plants or vegetables from seeds, cuttings or bulbs.
2. Design and be able to discuss the plan for a herbaceous border, particularly continuity of
bloom, colour, height etc. or a design for an ornamental bed of trees, shrubs, bulbs etc., to
give bloom all the year round.
3. Give details of the plan for a small allotment for supplying vegetables. List seeds,
treatment etc., to maintain the allotment.
4. Discuss the purpose of pruning with the examiner, and show an example of his own
work.
5. Discuss with the examiner how to propagate plants and the various methods used.
6. Name at least two varieties of the following fruits and vegetables popular in his own area
- tomatoes, apples, pears, plums, strawberries, potatoes, peas, beans.
7. Discuss the damage done by diseases and pests and the methods used for their control.
8. Discuss manure, compost and fertilisers.
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GYMNAST

1. Either hold Award 1 of the Sunday Times British Amateur Gymnast Association Award
Scheme.
Or the 3rd Class B.A.G.A. Vaulting and Agility Award.
2. Have a knowledge of how the events in an international competition are organised and
the dimensions of the apparatus used.
3. Comment on techniques shown by a junior gymnast performing basic rolls and positions
- at the discretion of the examiner.
4. Understand the basic principles of judging.
5. Coach a junior in a basic skill such as a simple vaulting or tumbling movement, a choice
given to the candidate by the examiner.

HIKER

1. Know how to take care of your feet, and the most suitable footgear for hiking.
2. Pack a complete kit for a hike of 24 hours duration. Weight not to exceed 15kg.
Demonstrate the method of packing and be prepared to justify your selection of
equipment and food.
3. Participate in four hikes as follows:(a) Two to be not less than 15km., and one to include 1 night sleeping out.
(b) One to be of not less than 25km., and to include 2 nights sleeping out.
(c) One to be of not less than 50km., and to include 2 nights sleeping out.
Logs of a high standard to be produced for all hikes.
4. Select a route for a 20km. hike using a 1:25,000 Ordnance map. Give reasons for
choosing the selected route.
5. From a map provided by the examiner, select a suitable site of a hike camp site. Explain
the reasons for your choice.
6. Make an article that will be useful to you on your hike.
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HOME MAINTENANCE

1. Know in your own home where to turn off the gas, water and electricity supplies.
2. Be able to do 12 of the following tasks, at least six of which selected by the examiner
must be demonstrated.
(a) Clean ground floor windows
(b) Paint a door or gate
(c) Replace a tap washer
(d) Sharpen knives and scissors
(e) Glaze a window
(f) Renew a sashcord
(g) Whitewash a ceiling or paper a wall
(h) Know the precautions to be taken against frost in a domestic house and how to thaw
frozen pipes
(i) Make repairs to defective plaster
(j) Rehang doors and make repairs to hinges, locks and knobs
(k) Lay crazy paving correctly
(l) Lay linoleum or carpet tiles
(m) Repair a garden fence
(n) Make minor repairs to furniture
(o) Install a sliding door
(p) Repair toys
(q) Install or repair a domestic electric door bell
(r) Mix concrete and cement and effect repairs with it
(s) Clean and re-varnish an article of furniture
(t) Fit a new handle to a shopping bag
(u) Make repairs to mats and carpets
(v) Mend an electric fuse, fit a plug, replace a light bulb and the starter and tube of a
fluorescent light fitting
(w) Repair an article using contact adhesive or plastic cement
(x) Unblock a waste pipe
(y) Fit a curtain runner
(z) Make a useful household article demonstrating the use of screws and nails
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HOST

1. Plan a party for two of these age groups: young children, teenagers, older people. The
plan should include an invitation, details of timing, entertainment, and the menu. Discuss
these plans with the examiner, and how you propose to arrange the rooms, where your
guests will leave their clothes, and so on. Know how to receive guests and make
introductions.
2. Know how to entertain and prepare for a guest coming to stay for several days.
3. The examiner will ask you to write two of the following letters:
(a) Inviting a friend to stay, (b) A letter of thanks after a visit
(c) Accepting an invitation, and
(d) Refusing an
invitation.
4. Entertain the examiner during the test.

HOUSEKEEPER

1. Do the following for a period equal to seven days:
(a) lay the table for a meal or clear it and wash up
(b) air and make a bed
(c) dust a room
2. Do the weekly cleaning of a room.
3. Prepare a quick simple meal for the family.
4. Clean a cooker.
5. Understand the correct storage of food.
6. Know simple food values, and know the costs of various foodstuffs.
7. Have a knowledge of kitchen waste disposal.
8. Prepare a simple sauce.
9. Wash and iron an article of clothing.
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INTERPRETER

Pass the following tests in a language not spoken at home.
1. Carry out a conversation lasting for at least ten minutes. Scouting words should be
introduced.
2. Write a simple letter of about 250 words on a simple topic chosen by the examiner.
3. Read aloud and give an approximate translation of a paragraph of average difficulty from
a book, newspaper or periodical. (Use of a dictionary is not allowed).

KNITTER

1. Using a pattern, knit by hand or machine one of the following:
(a) A pair of socks with a turned heel.
(b) A pair of gloves with fingers.
(c) A jumper.
2. Knit one other garment.
3. Have a knowledge of the names of stitches and their uses.
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LIFESAVER

1. Pass or have passed the Scout Swimmer badge.
2. Enter shallow water and approach a casualty in deep water, 15-20 metres away.
Demonstrate one method of release and return with the casualty to the shallow water.
Effect a landing and place the casualty in the recovery position.
3. Demonstrate the mouth-to-mouth method and one other method of artificial respiration.
(UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES MUST THE MOUTH-TO-MOUTH METHOD BE
DEMONSTRATED OR PRACTISED ON A LIVING PERSON)
4. With a life line attached and attired in a minimum of shirt and shorts, swim 50 metres on
your back.
5. Be able to throw a 20m. life line so that it falls between two pegs 2 out of 3 times. Pegs to
be set at a distance of 15m. and 1m. apart.
6. Show the method of rescue for the following:
(a) House on fire, patient unconscious in smoke filled room on first floor.
(b) Person fallen through ice on pond.
(c) Car accident.
(d) Contact with live rail.
7. Dive from the surface to a depth of at least 1.5m. and bring up an object weighing at least
2kg., 2 out of 3 times.
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MARKSMAN

1. Know the safety first rules for rifle shooting and be able to care for and clean a rifle.
Have a knowledge of its parts.
2. Produce two certified targets, fired by yourself within the past eight weeks for any of the
following tests, and indicating that the minimum score has been obtained. Edge of shot
hole nearest the bull to indicate score.
Small bore rifle (.22in) any single loading type, and type sight except telescopic, prone
position. Ten shots at any of the following distances:
Test
1
2
3

Distance
22m
18m
14m

Min Score
90
90
90

Target
NSRA Decimal
NSRA Decimal
NSRA Decimal

Air rifle (.177in) any single loading type, any sight except telescopic, standing or prone
position. Ten shots at the following distance:
4

6m

75

NSRA 5 bull air rifle

N.B. WHEN AIR RIFLES ARE USED, TARGETS MUST BE SO FIXED THAT
PELLETS DO NOT REBOUND CAUSING DANGER TO THE FIRER’S EYES.

METEOROLOGIST

1. Keep a daily record of the weather for one month using Beaufort
symbols and letters. Five of the following items should be included:
(a) Wind force and direction. (b) Cloud type and amount. (c) Maximum and minimum
temperature. (d) Pressure and whether rising or falling. (e) Rainfall. (f) Visibility.
2. Be able to explain the formation of dew, hoar frost and fog.
3. Explain the principles of the simple thermometer, barometer, anemometer and rain gauge.
4. Know how synoptic weather maps are produced and be able to read a simple version of
one of these maps.
5. Construct any simple instrument useful to the study of Meteorology.
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MUSICIAN

1. Demonstrate a knowledge of time signatures and musical signs denoting pitch and length
of notes in staff notation.
2. Read at sight two test tunes, either singing, or playing an instrument.
3. Either
Sing two songs of his choice, one of them a folk song, and lead a chorus
song at a camp fire, singing the verses alone.
Or
Play two tunes on an instrument, one fast and one slow, and play a duet
with another person on the same or another instrument.

NATURALIST

1. Show a general interest in the world of nature, and show a particular knowledge of and
interest in one of the following:
(a) Trees and Shrubs
(d) Butterflies or moths
(g) Seashore or pond life

(b) Wild Flowers
(e) Wild animals (native)
(h) Rocks or fossils

(c) Bird Life
(f) Ferns or grasses

2. Discuss one of the above with the examiner and show a collection of specimens with
details of sources.
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NEEDLEWORKER

1. Have a working knowledge of:
(a) The correct use of patterns.
(b) The use of a sewing machine.
(c) Making seams and neatening raw edges.
(d) Setting a sleeve.
(e) Making a buttonhole.
(f) The capabilities of a zig-zag machine.
2. Submit two garments made by yourself, which demonstrate some of the principles above.
4.Submit a list of all materials and haberdashery used in the articles above, together with
prices.

PATHFINDER

1. Show an intimate knowledge of the area around your HQ. (This area should be of 2km.
radius in the case of urban areas and 5km. in country areas). This knowledge should
include hospitals, police stations, fire stations, doctors and telephone boxes. Footpaths
should be included in rural areas. Knowledge should also include cinemas and theatres,
parks and public conveniences.
2. Be able to direct a stranger in the above area.
3. Be able to read and use a 1:50,000 and 1:25,000 Ordnance map. Understand the meaning
of the representative fraction and be able to use some map measuring device.
4. Be able to use a magnetic compass, plot a bearing on a map and travel on bearings on the
ground. Be able to correct a bearing for magnetic deviation.
5. Demonstrate an understanding of the National Grid system and be able to give, and plot
on a map, a full grid reference.
6. Prepare a project folder on the local area, giving some aspects of local industry.
7. Have a knowledge of how to travel to other parts of the country, and to at least three
European capital cities.
8. Have a knowledge of the sources of travel information both within the country and to
foreign countries.
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PHOTOGRAPHER

1.Have a knowledge of how a camera works, with particular reference to shutter iris,
viewfinder and focusing mechanism.
2.Have an elementary knowledge of how the photographic process works, i.e. the
production of unexposed film, changes on exposure and development.
3.Know the popular film sizes.
4.Know the technique of developing and contact printing, and the use of a safelight.
5.Know the technique of enlarging.
6.Explain some elementary rules of composition.
7.Take, develop and print the following:
(a) Two outdoor photographs other than at camp.
(b) Two indoor photographs.
(c) Two photographs at camp.
8.Discuss your prints and negatives with the examiner from the point of view of
composition, exposure, and developing and printing technique.
OR
1.Have a knowledge of how a digital camera works, including the various settings such
as aperature priority, manual and automatic focus, saving and deleting pictures.
2.Have an elementary knowledge of how digital images are captured using the
photographic process i.e. saving images to memory cards, editing and printing
images.
3.Know about memory card sizes and various formats.
4.Know about editing images using computer programs.
5.Know about megapixels in order to enlarge images.
6.Explain some elementary rules of composition.
7.Take, edit and print the following:
(a) Two outdoor photographs other than at camp.
(b) Two indoor photographs.
(c) Two photographs at camp.
8.Discuss your prints with the examiner from the point of view of composition, exposure
and printing techniques.
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PIONEER

1. Have a knowledge of the construction of ropes and lines and know the materials used.
Know how ropes are measured and the safe loads of different ropes.
2. Demonstrate the square, diagonal, both types of sheer and the figure of eight lashing.
Know the use of each type and roughly how to estimate the length of rope required for a
particular lashing.
3. Know at least two types of anchorage, and the importance of safe anchorages.
4. Demonstrate an ability to use the hand axe and the felling axe competently.
5. Describe the use of blocks and tackle, and be able to reeve blocks correctly.
6. Demonstrate the construction of:
(a) Sheer legs - defining the precautions that should be taken when using them.
(b) A trestle.
(c) A flagstaff using at least three spars.
7. Describe the building of a raft suitable for two people.
8. Explain the elements of bridge building, and explain two types of bridge.
9. Plan a pioneering project for a patrol, produce a written description and plans. Make a
model of the project. Implement the project out of doors.

PUBLIC HEALTH

1. Demonstrate how to choose, prepare and ventilate a sick room.
2. Know how to bathe a patient, give medicine. demonstrate how to take temperature, pulse
and respiration.
3. Know what is meant by ‘Public Health’, give some instances of major improvements in
this in the last half century.
4. Understand generally how the human body functions.
5. Give examples of some of the modern methods of preventing disease and the spread of
disease.
6. Have a knowledge of the factors that effect healthy living in camp.
7. Make to a high degree of efficiency, any two of the following:
(a) A camp incinerator.
(b) A properly screened and fitted latrine suitable for a patrol of 6 for a camp of 7 days.
(c) A grease pit.
(d) A camp urinal.
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8. Understand the dangers of infectious and contagious diseases (including venereal disease
at the Scouter’s discretion). Know the steps taken by Local Authority to prevent their
occurrence and spread.
9. Describe the methods used in his district for the collection, sanitary storage and safe
destruction of household refuse. Know the importance of doing so.
10.Know how to prepare food for patients and invalids, how to prepare fomentations, how
to prevent and treat bedsores.

ROCK CLIMBER

All experience for this badge must be gained in the presence of a competent climber.
1. Complete at least 300 metres of climbing over a maximum period of 12 months.
2. Competently lead 3 climbs of at least difficult standard.
3. Keep a log book of all climbs undertaken.
4. Have a knowledge of the use and maintenance of basic equipment i.e. ropes, belts and
harnesses, helmets, karabinas, belay slings, boots, descendeurs and belay devices.
5. Demonstrate and explain the use of the use of the following knots: Bowline and one half
hitch, Figure of Eight, Double fishermans, Prussic, Frost, Swami, Italian hitch.
6. Understand and demonstrate how to select, test and make running belays and static and
dynamic fixed belays.
7. Demonstrate your ability to set up an abseil point and abseil down a rockface of not less
than 10 metres with a safety rope.
8. Have a knowledge of the calls used in rockclimbing.
9. Have a knowledge of the various climbing moves e.g. Jug, Layaway or side-pull, Layback, Mantleshelf, Chimney, Junction hold, Bridging, jamming, etc.
10.Have a fundamental knowledge of First Aid relating to possible climbing injuries.
11.Know how to call out a mountain rescue team and the correct manner in which to use a
telephone to report an emergency.
12.Know the international alpine distress signal and reply.
13.Know the most popular rock types for climbing and their locations e.g. Gritstone,
Limestone, Sandstone, Cabbro, Granite, etc.
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SCRIBE

1. Demonstrate neat handwriting and hand printing. Write a letter from memory on a subject
given verbally five minutes previously.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of postal facilities, including postal rates, and telephone calls,
and how to use a telephone and directory.
3. Demonstrate the use of street directories and other reference books.
4. Write a satisfactory report of a meeting or camp.
5. Keep a patrol log satisfactorily for at least four months, or a personal log of Scout
activities for six months.

SIGNALLER

1. Send and receive a message of not less than 100 letters at 30 letters per minute in
semaphore or at least 20 letters per minute by flag in morse.
2. Send and receive a similar message in morse on a buzzer at 25 letters per minute and on a
lamp at 20 letters per minute.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of procedure and procedural signs when sending and
receiving.
N.B. 80% accuracy is required in these tests
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SWIMMER

1. Swim 50 metres with clothes on (minimum shirt, shorts and socks) and undress in the
water with feet off the bottom.
2. Swim 25 metres on the breast stroke, and 25 metres on the backstroke either with hands
clasped or folded in front of the body, then swim a further 50 metres any stroke. Making
100 metres in all.
3. Dive from the surface of the water and recover a small object from the bottom. (Water
not to be more than 2 metres deep).
4. Perform a neat dive from the side of the bath.

TRACKER

1. In Kim’s game remember 25 out of 30 well assorted articles after 1 minute’s observation.
Test to be performed twice running with different objects and objects to be adequately
described.
2. By hearing alone recognise 8 out of 10 simple sounds.
3. Recognise and explain two different characteristics in each of three different human
footprints, barefoot or shod.
4. Solve with reasonable accuracy, two different tracking stories, using sand, snow or
similar medium.
5. Make three plaster casts of any bird or animal tracks. Plaster casts must be correctly
labelled giving name, date and where found.
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VENTURER

1. Play a leading part in an adventurous journey with a team. The journey should be short in
duration but should include at least four incidents such as rescue from fire, map and
compass work, etc.
2. Be reasonably proficient in two of the following, no two being in the same group:
(a) boxing, wrestling, fencing, judo.
(b) rowing, riding, ski-ing, ice or roller skating, sailing, gliding, canoeing, driving, gocarting.
(c) swimming, diving.
(d) gymnastics, tumbling.
(e) rock climbing, caving.
(f) track events, field events, cross country events.
(g) orienteering
(h) rifle shooting, archery.
3. Be able to perform three of the following:
(a) Climb a tree to a height of 10m. from the ground.
(b) Vault a fence two-thirds of his own height.
(c) Throw a 20 metre line to fall between two pegs 1 metre apart and 15 metres away.
Test to be achieved 2 out of 3 attempts.
(d) Swim 25 metres in clothing.
(e) Climb a rope to a height of 4 metres.
4. Perform a hike of at least 25km., with not more than two other Scouts. territory should
not be familiar and should be moderately stiff. Sleep out using only kit carried in
rucksack, weight not to exceed 15kg. including food. The examiner may set tasks which
are to be completed on the journey. A high standard log of the journey is to be prepared
afterwards and submitted to the examiner.
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VOLUNTARY WORKER

1. Undertake 100hrs of Community Service, outside Scouting, over a period of at least 12
months. This service is to be verified by a recognised/competent authority and approved
by the G.S.M. It is essential that the Service involves close, direct contact with the
subject, assisting only in fund raising for a voluntary organisation is NOT to be regarded
as Service.
2. Undertake any training necessary to enable the service project to be completed
satisfactorily. If no training is necessary the duration of the Service Projects should be
increased by 25hrs.
3. Hold the Ambulance Badge and at least one other Public service badge.
4. Produce a written account of the projects undertaken and submit this to the G.S.M. on
completion.

WORLD FRIENDSHIP

1. Have a knowledge of the geography and social history of three countries other than his
own.
2. Have corresponded regularly for at least a year with a Scout of some other country.
3. Have a knowledge of the activities of the European Scout Federation in Europe.
4. Perform three of the following:
(a) Have camped or hiked at least five days with members of a youth organisation of
another country. produce a log book of this and show that you have an understanding
of the culture of that country.
(b) Have kept an album or scrap book for at least a year, depicting the customs, cultures,
scenery, and activities of another country.
(c) Know the principles of the Council of Europe, the United Nations and at least two of
its subsidiary organisations, and the main principles of the Declaration of Human
Rights.
(d) Have assisted with some form of international relief organisation, e.g. Oxfam,
Christian Aid, etc.
(e) Produce an essay on some aspect of contemporary world affairs.
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